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This thesis identifies and addresses two barriers to the adoption of Long Term Evolution

(LTE) Device-to-Device (D2D) communication enabled smart grid applications in out

of core network coverage regions. The first barrier is the lack of accessible simulation

software for engineers to develop and test the feasibility of their D2D LTE enabled

smart grid application designs. The second barrier is the lack of a distributed resource

allocation algorithm for LTE D2D communications that has been tailored to the needs

of smart grid applications.

A solution was proposed to the first barrier in the form of a simulator constructed in

Matlab/Simulink used to simulate power systems and the underlying communication

system, i.e., D2D communication protocol stack of Long Term Evolution (LTE). The

simulator is built using Matlab’s LTE System Toolbox, SimEvents, and Simscape Power

Systems in addition to an in-house developed interface software to facilitate D2D com-

munications in smart grid applications. To test the simulator, a simple fault location,

isolation, and restoration (FLISR) application was implemented using the simulator to

show that the LTE message timing is consistent with the relay signaling in the power

system.

A solution was proposed to the second barrier in the form of a multi-agent Q-learning-

based resource allocation algorithm that allows Long Term Evolution (LTE) enabled

device-to-device (D2D) communication agents to generate orthogonal transmission sched-

ules outside of network coverage. This algorithm reduces packet drop rates (PDR) in

distributed D2D communication networks to meet the quality of service requirements

of microgrid communications. The PDR and latency performance of the proposed algo-

rithm was compared to the existing random self-allocation mechanism introduced under

the Third Generation Partnership Project’s LTE Release 12. The proposed algorithm

outperformed the LTE algorithm for all tested scenarios, demonstrating 20-40% absolute

reductions in PDR and 10-20 ms reductions in latency for all microgrid applications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

Smart grid infrastructure has the potential to upgrade a fundamental pillar of human

civilization by integrating Information and Communication Technology (ICT) into our

power grid. ICT enables a suite of unprecedented grid services which are capable of

reducing peak power consumption, optimizing power system performance, and reducing

carbon emissions by facilitating higher penetration of renewable energy sources [1, 2].

To make smart grid solutions economically feasible, there is interest in implementing

mobile wireless communication technology, i.e. Fourth Generation Long Term Evolution

(4G LTE) and in the coming years Fifth Generation New Radio (5G NR) to establish a

network of communication links over a distribution system with minimal investment in

physical infrastructure [1–3]. Nevertheless, the data transfer delay (latency) in existing

mobile communication technology is not guaranteed to be sufficient for latency-critical

smart grid services (e.g. synchrophasor applications), and addressing this problem is an

ongoing area of research [3–5].

Device-to-Device (D2D) communication is a promising means to improve communication

performance at a neighbourhood area network scale by allowing direct data exchange

between users, which in certain transmission modes can be controlled directly by such

users [6, 7]. Moreover, such transmission modes also have the benefit of being usable

even when devices are not within the coverage of an evolved NodeB cell tower, making

D2D smart grid solutions a possibility in even the most remote communities.

To investigate the design performance of D2D-enabled smart grid architectures, a sim-

ulation tool capable of accurately representing the combined dynamics of power and

information and communications technology (ICT) systems is highly needed. However,

1
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as a consequence of power systems dynamics being governed by continuous time dif-

ferential equations while the states of ICT systems evolve through the occurrence of

discrete events, characterizing their combined dynamics in a simulation engine is a non-

trivial task. There are several combined power and communication simulators in the

literature [8–10], that usually take a co-simulation approach that aims to combine two

mature ICT and power simulation tools with a novel software interface. Moreover, these

co-simulators commonly use network simulators that have existing D2D communication

solutions [11–13]. There also exists an active area of study that attempt novel ways to

combine power and communication simulation engines, or create their own smart grid

simulation tool from the ground up [14–23].

This thesis aims to jointly explore the research opportunities of LTE D2D-enabled smart

grid communications and smart grid simulation design by creating a comprehensive

simulation tool for Device-to-Device (D2D) communication-enabled power systems in

Matlab/Simulink, then using it to test a novel cellular resource allocation algorithm

that leverages machine learning to improve the QoS of D2D communications in out of

network coverage scenarios.

1.2 Problem Statements and Proposed Solutions

This thesis is driven to solve two fundamental problems in tandem, which are presented

in the following subsections. The first problem involves improving the reliability of

communication for LTE compliant D2D communications so that they are suitable for

smart grid communications. The second problem involves the task of developing a co-

simulation tool in Matlab/Simulink in order to test the feasibility of the solution to the

first problem.

1.2.1 D2D Distributed Resource Allocation Problem

Among the transmission modes of LTE D2D communication that allow users to self-

allocate resources are Transmission Mode 2 (TM-2) introduced in LTE Release 12, and

TM-4 introduced in LTE Release 14 [24]. TM-2 was originally designed for public safety

applications and prioritized prolonging battery life [24], but requires that D2D agents

self-allocate cellular resources in a random manner and thus is not currently suitable for

high reliability and low latency communications. On the other hand, TM-4 was designed

for high reliability and low latency communication in addition to being able to manage

fast-moving devices to facilitate vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications, but disregards

battery life considerations [24]. As such, neither transmission mode has been designed
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as an optimal smart grid communications solution. It can be argued that based on the

communication requirements of smart grid applications, some combination of elements

from both transmission modes would be best. It is proposed that the resource allocation

mechanism of TM-2 be upgraded to meet the quality of service requirements of smart

grid applications in order to have a less complex and more power-efficient solution to

D2D-enabled smart grid communications than TM-4.

A critical issue with TM-2 that impedes its communication performance is how it ran-

domly self-allocates cellular resources, which leads to high packet drop rates (PDR),

making it inadequate for certain smart grid applications sensitive to information losses.

For example, a typical frequency stability synchrophasor application is sensitive to mes-

sage failure rates exceeding 0.33% based on data loss sensitivity metrics published by

the North American Synchrophasor Institute [25].

To overcome this problem, this thesis presents my multi-agent high-reliability Q-learning

(HRQ) resource allocation scheme proposed to replace the random allocation mechanism.

Naturally, HRQ is powered by Q-learning, which is a decision-making algorithm that

considers the situation it is in, and chooses the best action to take based on past experi-

ence. Formally, that which takes the action is referred to as the “agent”, and this agent

interacts with its “environment” by taking “actions”. The agent’s situation is considered

the “state” of the environment, and there are a finite set of actions that can be taken in

any given state. The best action for a given state is the one with the largest expected

“reward” associated with it, which is based on an action’s influence on the environment

[26]. HRQ divides the LTE resource grid into orthogonal partitions of resources from

which a scheduling agent can select, and the agent is rewarded or penalized depending

on whether or not it takes the same scheduling action as one or more other agent(s).

1.2.2 Lack of Self-Contained Smart Grid Simulation Tool

There is little work done in developing a smart grid simulation tool solely in the Mat-

lab/Simulink environment despite its powerful software packages for simulating the LTE

physical layer, discrete event dynamics, and conventional power systems. Due to the

widespread use of Simulink’s Simscape Power Systems to facilitate power engineering

research [27–33], it is believed that extending its functionality into the realm of LTE

communications without needing software outside of the Matlab/Simulink environment

would be of value to the academic community.

As such, a portion of this thesis is dedicated to formulating a solution to a comprehen-

sive smart grid simulation tool that leverages Matlab/Simulink’s LTE System Toolbox,

Simscape Power Systems, and SimEvents software packages, while supplementing the
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missing upper protocol layers not present in the LTE System Toolbox with our custom

code. This tool was used to test the performance of the resource allocation scheme

described in the previous subsection.

1.3 Contributions

The work conducted over the course of this thesis was successful in developing a func-

tional D2D-enabled smart grid simulation tool in the Matlab/Simulink environment,

complete with demonstrative demand response and fault location, isolation, and restora-

tion smart grid applications developed to validate it. Also, the proposed HRQ algorithm

proved successful in outperforming the existing LTE D2D TM-2 resource allocation al-

gorithm for all tested network scenarios, demonstrating 20-40% absolute reductions in

PDR and 10-20 ms reductions in latency for all microgrid application traffic modeled in

simulation.

1.4 Organization

The remaining chapters of this thesis are organized as follows:

• Chapter 2 provides some background information and a literature review of the

work related to this thesis, and has been divided into three topics, each containing

an overview and literature survey. The topics are mobile resource allocation, co-

simulation design, and the general study of how D2D communications are being

considered in various smart grid contexts.

• Chapter 3 presents the smart grid simulation engine constructed, and provides

a formal characterization of the ICT-power system interface that synchronizes

their dynamics. A simple fault location, isolation, and restoration application is

described and implemented for simulator validation purposes.

• Chapter 4 presents the novel HRQ resource allocation algorithm. The LTE TM-

2 control and data channel architecture is described to the extent necessary for

understanding the HRQ strategy in addition to the existing random self-allocation

algorithm of the LTE standard. Then, the HRQ and random self-allocation algo-

rithms are presented, the network model under consideration is characterized, and

the performance of the two algorithms are compared.

• Chapter 5 concludes the thesis, and briefly describes current research being per-

formed and its desired future directions.



Chapter 2

Literature Review and

Background Information

2.1 Introduction

This chapter provides background information and a literature review for the key theory

and papers that are relevant to the topic of this thesis. As this thesis aims to design

a D2D-LTE enabled smart grid co-simulator and develop a new D2D cellular resource

allocation algorithm, the relevant theory and research is somewhat interdisciplinary

in nature, including works in simulation design, mobile D2D communications resource

allocation, and the viable application space of neighbourhood area network scale smart

grid applications. As such, this chapter is organized into three different topics, each with

their own section. The three topics cover device to device (D2D) mobile communication

resource allocation, smart grid simulation design, and leveraging D2D communications

in future power systems.

2.2 Device to Device Communications and Cellular Re-

source Allocation

2.2.1 On Device to Device Communication

This section provides an overview of the background knowledge required to design LTE-

compliant D2D resource allocation algorithms while providing some context to D2D

communications. First, a summary of D2D communication is presented, which provides

an overview of the potential uses for D2D communication, the various types of D2D

5
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communication, and the actively researched topics on D2D communication. Then, a

summary of how D2D data and control channels have been designed in the LTE stan-

dards is provided for both Release 12 and Release 14 D2D specifications, covering all

transmission modes of D2D created by 3GPP in existence today. Finally, as one of

the main research topics of this thesis is on D2D resource allocation, a small literature

review on existing D2D resource allocation strategies is provided.

2.2.1.1 Background and Motivation

The fundamental idea of D2D communication is to enable direct information exchange

between two devices that are within close proximity to one another without the need

for any intermediary nodes. Upon writing of this thesis, Jameel et al. [34] (2018) is the

most up to date survey on D2D communication, and provides background information

as well as insight into the various research topics, open issues, and research directions

of D2D communication. In addition, Asadi et al. [35] (2014) provides a comprehensive

introduction to D2D communications.

The Types of D2D Communication: In the context of mobile communications,

Asadi et al. identifies three different types D2D communication, namely overlay inband,

underlay inband, or outband [35]. Inband D2D communication means that the D2D

nodes communicate within the same frequency bands as the “regular” cellular users

communicating with a base station. Outband refers to D2D communication occurring

outside of the cellular network’s allocated spectrum, i.e. using the unlicensed ISM spec-

trum. The distinction between overlay and underlay communication is that overlay D2D

communication is such that the D2D nodes have dedicated licensed spectrum to operate

within that regular cellular users do not use, whereas in underlay communication, both

D2D and cellular users access the same licensed spectrum. Overlay D2D communication

mitigates co-channel interference caused by D2D nodes, while underlay D2D communi-

cation aims to increase throughput on the cellular network via frequency reuse. Jameel

et al. introduces two sub types to outband D2D communications, namely controlled vs.

autonomous outband communication. In controlled outband communication, the base

station still allocates ISM resources to the D2D nodes despite their operation in unli-

censed spectrum. In autonomous outband communication, the D2D nodes self allocate

the unlicensed frequency resources that they use.

Common Proposed D2D Use Cases: Jameel et al. provides a concise summary of

the different use cases for D2D communication, namely traffic offloading, emergency ser-

vices/public safety, reliable health monitoring, mobile tracking and positioning, and data

dissemination [34]. Traffic offloading refers to the application of D2D communication to
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reduce the data traffic that a base station must manage by “offloading” some data plane

communications to D2D links where possible, i.e. when two users are exchanging infor-

mation in close proximity. Emergency services refer to using D2D communications to

maintain continuity of service for public safety applications under contingency scenarios

where communication infrastructure has been destroyed. Contingencies aside, exten-

sion of cellular coverage can be achieved by D2D communication by enabling proximity

based communications between two devices outside the coverage of a base station, or by

allowing an out of coverage user send its information to a nearby in-coverage user that

can then forward the information to the base station. Reliable health monitoring was

proposed as another use case where devices monitoring the vitals of a patient can send

their information to a central terminal accessible to medical staff, but this use case could

be generalized to any IoT information system developed at the neighbourhood area net-

work scale or lower. Mobile tracking and positioning refers to the practice of using D2D

with a network of fixed position nodes that can collectively execute triangulation posi-

tioning methods to track and localize mobile users in a cellular network. Finally, data

dissemination is the practice of broadcasting information to mobile users passing by the

information source, which is analogous to an early twentieth century child newspaper

peddler crying out the headlines on a street corner to passersby. Such a mechanism is

useful for storefronts that want to inject ads into the foot traffic in front of their store,

or for proximity based applications.

Since the advent of LTE Release 14, D2D communication for vehicle to vehicle commu-

nication (V2V) has become yet another commonly considered use case for D2D commu-

nication; V2V was mentioned by Jameel et al. as a potential 5G D2D use case, but the

LTE standard introduced V2V standards before Release 15, which marks the advent of

the 5G standards.

Primary D2D Research Topics: Jameel et al. divided the areas of D2D related

research into 6 different subtopics, namely device discovery, mode selection, resource

management, mobility management, security and privacy, and economic aspects [34].

Device discovery refers to the control plane signaling used to discover potential user

pairs for D2D communication, and the information exchange required to determine if

it is worthwhile to establish a D2D connection. The two types of device discovery

mechanisms discussed in the literature are distributed and centralized device discovery.

As the name implies, centralized device discovery strategies require a central node,

e.g. a cellular base station, in order to function. This central node can either be

partially or completely involved in the discovery process. In the complete involvement

scenario, all control plane messages exchanged between D2D UEs (DUEs) pass through

the central entity. In the partial involvement process, DUEs discover each other with
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direct information exchange, but ultimately forward channel and SINR information to a

central entity, which will respond with a final verdict as to whether or not the two DUEs

can commence communication. Distributed discovery requires no centralized entity to

function.

In the context of “mode selection” as defined by Jameel et al., a “mode” refers to how

resources are shared between DUEs and cellular UEs (CUEs). The authors define four

different modes:

• Pure Cellular Mode: In pure cellular mode, all D2D communication is disabled.

• Partial Cellular Mode: In partial cellular mode, all UEs must communicate

through the base station, which is the same as pure cellular mode.

• Underlay Mode: Underlay mode refers to allowing DUEs to reuse the frequency

spectrum allocated to the CUE users.

• Overlay Mode: Overlay mode refers to having dedicated (separate) resources for

DUEs and CUEs to eliminate co-channel interference between the two communi-

cation types.

Thus, the research activity of “mode selection” pertains to strategies that decided which

mode to use for differing network scenarios.

Resource management is the D2D research topic that applies to this thesis, and is the

popular topic of determining the best way to allocate cellular resources to various DUEs

and CUEs. There are three types of resources that are allocated to a cellular user that

are required for the transmission of data across the air interface, namely time, frequency,

and transmission power. Mode selection is a key aspect of resource management, many

resource allocation algorithms are only applicable to certain communication modes, e.g.

underlay or overlay communications.

Network security is another research topic for D2D communications; conventional cel-

lular users have security support from the evolved packet core (EPC), in the form of

the home subscriber server (HSS) component that provides user authentication services.

However, with D2D communication, it is possible for DUEs to communicate with each

other without interacting with any core network infrastructure, making network security

solutions formerly used not applicable in such scenarios.

D2D economic analysis is a research topic that delves into the details of information

markets, and the influence that D2D communication has on them.
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2.2.1.2 LTE Release 12 D2D

The Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) is the regulatory body that publishes

the industry leading standards on mobile communication, including 4G LTE and 5G NR.

Each 3GPP release adds new features to the mobile communication standards, and in

Release 12, the first standards on LTE D2D communication were introduced, allowing

users to communicate directly via “sidelink” channels.

Sidelink channels refer to the D2D communication channels that were specified to pro-

vide 3GPP’s vision of “proximity-based services”, or ProSe [36]. The service of ProSe

Direct Communication was intended to allow for the support of public safety commu-

nication systems [36], allowing for a UE to send data directly to a group of other UEs

in close proximity, even outside of the coverage of a base station. The physical D2D

channels are embedded within the uplink physical channel when needed [36]. Unlike

uplink and downlink physical channels, sidelink channels require two steps in order to

prepare resource block allocations to a user. The first step is to configure “resource

pools”, or reserved physical resources on the uplink channel within which D2D links can

be allocated resources for their data transmission, followed by the D2D link resource

allocation itself. Fig. 2.1 taken from a Matlab application note [37] visualizes the con-

cept of resource pools, and the allocation of resources within these pools. Referring to

fig. 2.1, resources are allocated (light green) within Physical Sidelink Shared Channel

resource pools (PSSCH, yellow) that in turn are embedded within the Physical Uplink

Shared Channel (PUSCH, purple). The light and dark blue pools are sidelink synchro-

nization signals and the Physical Sidelink Control Channel (PSCCH) respectively. The

light green allocations within the PSCCH are reserved for sidelink control messages that

specify which PSSCH resources the D2D transmitter will be using to send its informa-

tion. For example, a device can decode a sidelink control message on the PSCCH, and

then know which resource blocks and subframes to decode within the upcoming PSSCH.

These resource pools are repeated in time every “PSCCH period” (aka Scheduling Access

period, or SA period) defined as a series of frames within which sidelink resource pools

can be defined. Thus, every SA Period, a new resource allocation decision can be

made for the entirety of the next PSSCH resource pool. In the case of this study, the

dimensions of the resource pools are fixed, repeating every 40 subframes, i.e. the SA

period duration. D2D links can be allocated resources within resource pools one of two

ways, depending on the Transmission Mode. If the D2D link is operating in Transmission

Mode 1 (TM-1), the eNB performs the resource allocation; if the D2D link is operating

in Transmission Mode 2 (TM-2), the UE sending the data randomly selects resources

within the resource pool to send its data with. The network model used in this thesis
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Figure 2.1: Visualization of resources being allocated (light green) within Physical
Sidelink Shared Channel resource pools (PSSCH, yellow) that in turn are embedded
within the Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH, purple). The light and dark
blue pools are sidelink synchronization signals and the Physical Sidelink Control Chan-
nel (PSCCH) respectively. The light green allocations within the SA are reserved for

sidelink control messages.

assumed smart grid devices are communicating to one another via D2D links operating

in Transmission Mode 2, meaning that they will self-select resources.

2.2.1.3 LTE Release 14 D2D

3GPP’s Release 14 of the LTE standard introduced two new transmission modes for

sidelink communication, namely transmission modes 3 and 4 (TM-3 and TM-4). The

work of Masegosa and Gozalvez [24] provides an excellent overview of these transmission

modes. These transmission modes were designed for ultra reliable and low latency vehicle

to vehicle (V2V) communication. The difference between the transmission modes lie

within the resource allocation scheme as did the difference between TM-1 and TM-2 of

Release 12. In TM-3, the base station controls the allocation of cellular resources for

V2V links, where in TM-4, the vehicles autonomously select their own resources.

What enables the low latency communication needs for V2V communication is the re-

structuring of the data and control channel resource pool architecture at the physical

layer. With the transmission modes introduced in Release 14, the Physical Sidelink

Control and Data Channels (PSCCH and PSSCH) now coexist on the same subframes,

allowing for the simultaneous transmission of a transport block and the sidelink control

information (SCI) that goes with it. There are two architectures defined by the Re-

lease 14 standard to choose from, namely adjacent and non-adjacent PSSCH/PSCCH

schemes. In the adjacent scheme (fig. 2.2), the PSSCH and PSCCH are interleaved so

that the resources allocated for the transport block and its SCI message are always side
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Figure 2.2: V2V adjacent mode visualization of resources being allocated for sidelink
control information (green) and transport blocks (orange) within the PSCCH (blue)

and PSSCH (yellow) respectively.

Figure 2.3: V2V non-adjacent mode visualization of resources being allocated for
sidelink control information (green) and transport blocks (orange) within the PSCCH

(blue) and PSSCH (yellow) respectively.

by side (adjacent) in the frequency domain. In the non-adjacent scheme (fig. 2.3), there

are two contiguous pools of resources reserved for the PSSCH and PSCCH as in Release

12, except now the pools are separated in frequency, not time.

The reliability of V2V communication is achieved with the resource allocation scheme

prescribed by the Release 14 standard. TM-3 can easily achieve high reliability due

to its resource allocation being managed by an eNB. However, TM-4 required a new

distributed resource allocation mechanism to foster reliable data communication when

vehicles are outside of network coverage. This allocation mechanism allowed for semi-

persistent scheduling of cellular resources, and involves the vehicle transmitting having
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to sense the past 1000 subframes of the sidelink channel, and read SCI information from

other vehicles that may have resources already reserved among the prospective resources

under consideration. Additionally, a retransmission feature is still available for TM-4,

but instead of being able to transmit the same transport block 4 times as in Release 12,

a user can transmit the same transport block 2 times. The retransmission is scheduled

within 15 subframes of the first transmission, and the resources it is transmitted on are

chosen at random among the feasible allocation sets available.

2.2.1.4 NR Release 15 and 16 D2D

As of the writing of this thesis, few details are known regarding how upcoming 5G NR

standards will add to existing D2D/V2V communication standards. It should be noted

that V2V communications still use the same PC5 (sidelink) communication interface of

the 3GPP standards as original Release 12 D2D communications. Thus, V2V is still

a D2D protocol, but it is named after vehicular communications due to its intended

use case. Since Release 14, 3GPP has seemed to be pushing D2D standards to make

them usable in vehicular communications due to it being a highly attractive market,

especially with the current development of autonomous driving. Thus, all new content

on D2D is to be found in V2V, or V2X (vehicle to everything) standards. Release 15

made no fundamental additions to the V2X standard introduced in Release 14; instead,

it was focused on generating the standards for the first iteration of non-stand alone 5G

communications, and detailing the pivotal physical and MAC layer alterations from LTE

to NR. These alterations include but are not limited to the use of mmWave spectrum,

polar coding, beam forming, scalable OFDM, mini-slots, self-contained subframes, and

massive MIMO [38, 39].

There is intent to add more features to V2X communication in Release 16 in mid-2020,

which will allegedly facilitate low latency use cases [40]. It appears that autonomous

driving is the primary use case that these features will be targeting [41]. Three 5G

technologies that stand out as possible means to generating the new low-latency-enabling

V2X features are scalable OFDM, mini-slots, and self-contained subframes.

Scalable OFDM allows for shorter OFDM symbols in the time domain, allowing for more

symbols to be sent in the same amount of time. The trade off is that subcarrier spacing

must be increased to retain their orthogonality. If Release 16 allows for variable length

subframes, then this in conjunction with scalable OFDM could result in lower latency

communications. Otherwise, it can be used with self-contained subframes to reduce

communication latency. Self-contained subframes allow the transmitter to allocate later

slots within a subframe for the receiver to respond with their own message, e.g. an
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acknowledgement (ACK) message [38, 41]. Thus, two-way communication can be done

in a single subframe, when before any response would have needed to wait until the next

subframe at the very earliest.

To avoid having to wait for the next subframe to send or receive a transport block,

Release 15 standards have introduced the idea of “mini-slots”, which can send 7, 4,

or 2 OFDM symbols without having to adhere to the frame structure used in existing

resource allocation practices [38]. Thus, it is possible that Release 16 V2X novelties

may use mini-frames to facilitate low latency communication. For example, if an urgent

alert needs to be sent from one vehicle to another, a mini-slot can be used so that this

information can be sent instantaneously.

To summarize, despite not knowing the specifics of what Release 16 will introduce to V2X

communications, it is likely that it will make autonomous driving more feasible through

enhanced V2X latency performance. Also, one can speculate that some combination

of the latency-reducing techniques introduced with the advent of 5G will be leveraged

in these V2X standards. The three most promising 5G technologies for this have been

identified to be scalable OFDM, self-contained subframes, and mini-frames.

2.2.2 Literature Review - D2D Resource Allocation

In general, resource allocation in cellular networks is the practice of determining the

spectrum, time frame, and transmission power that each user device in a cellular net-

work may use for their communication needs. As such, frequency, time and power can

be referred to as the three different resource types that must be shared among users.

The goal of resource allocation depends on what the designer of the resource allocation

strategy is trying to achieve, but in general it is to improve some QoS metric and/or the

energy efficiency of the network. A resource allocation algorithm can be concerned with

any combination of reducing interference, communication latency, power consumption,

or increasing throughput. Moreover, these performance metrics are subject to a higher

order tier of resource allocation strategy, namely determining how performance metrics

are distributed among the users within the network. For example, if one is concerned

with throughput maximization, they must also consider whether it is the overall aggre-

gate throughput they want to increase, or would they rather increase the minimum level

of performance for all users within a network. Usually both cannot be done because it

is profitable from the maximum aggregate throughput perspective to neglect edge users

in favour of those with higher channel capacities due to closer proximity to the base

station.
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Instead of sorting works by the aforementioned goals and resource types that their

proposed resource allocation strategy manages (e.g. some strategies may only focus

on power allocation for throughput maximization, and others joint power and frequency

allocation for latency reduction, etc.), this literature review sorts the works by algorithm

type, namely distributed, centralized, or hybrid in order to limit the taxonomy to three

groups.

2.2.3 Distributed Resource Allocation Algorithms

Li et al. [42]: Vehicle to vehicle (V2V) communication enables two vehicles to commu-

nicate directly via mobile communication protocols without the need to relay messages

through a base station. In order to take advantage of information and communica-

tion technology and develop vehicular communication services that can empower the

driver with automated services, stringent QoS metrics must be realized. Such metrics,

as the authors claim, are millisecond-scale latency and virtually perfect reliability [42]

in order for vehicles to be able to make use of the information they receive in such a

fast paced environment. This high mobility nature of vehicular communication devices

makes achieving the required QoS metrics difficult, as the condition of the communica-

tion channel is changing at times faster than the mobile network can provide channel

state estimations [42]. As such, there has been research in new ways to overcome the

challenges in V2V communication, namely various strategies to optimally allocate cellu-

lar resources and transmission power levels to V2V links in a manner that both provides

sufficient bandwidth and SINR to achieve the required QoS. Works preceding this paper

either allocated resources to meet strict latency constraints using a centralized control

scheme burdened with large communication overhead that only work for in-coverage

scenarios, or used a distributed approach, but neglected explicit latency constraints in

their optimization, only focusing on regulating SINR of V2V links [42].

The authors of this paper proposed a multi-agent, deep reinforcement learning resource

and power allocation scheme to solve the V2V communication problem [42]. The V2V

communication network was modeled as a set of cellular users needing vehicle to in-

frastructure (V2I) channels to communicate to a base station, and another set of V2V

users. The V2I users were denoted as CUEs, and the V2V users were denoted DUEs

[42]. The V2V communications were implemented as an underlay to the macrocell’s

communication channel, allowing for the chance that DUEs interfere with CUEs. For

the Q-learning portion of their deep reinforcement learning scheme, the authors defined

the algorithm’s state, action, and reward function parameters. The state of a V2V link

at a point in time t was defined as a vector of 6 different parameters, namely the link’s
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channel information at time t, the previous time iteration (t-1 ) interference levels ob-

served, the channel information for the hypothetical communication link from a V2V

device to the base station, the neighbouring V2V channels selected at t-1, the queued

data, and remaining time for the link to send the queued data before latency perfor-

mance is compromised [42]. The action that a V2V link takes every time iteration is

simpler to describe, as it is merely the selection of cellular resources and transmitter

power settings. [42]. Finally, the reward function output is proportional to the weighted

sum of aggregate DUE and CUE device channel capacities, and inversely proportional

to how near the latency deadline is in time [42].

Due to the large state-action space of the formulated Q-Learning model, a deep neural

network (DNN) was trained to output all Q values for each state-action pair for a given

state that is input into the neural network [42]. However, in order to set the weights

of the DNN so they result in the output of reasonably accurate Q value estimations,

the DNN first had to be trained. This training was performed by placing the “agents”,

i.e. DUEs and CUEs in a simulated environment that they must interact with. This

simulated environment generates the next state of the agents in addition to the reward

obtained for having taken each action at a given state in the simulation [42]. Deep Q

learning with experience replay [42] was used while training the DNN. This experience

replay functionality saved the results of the experience (state, action, resultant reward

and next state) incurred from taking actions in the simulated environment, then in

each iteration of the training algorithm, a “mini-batch” of experiences is sampled from

memory and used to train the DNN [42].

Once the DNN was trained, the resource allocation methodology was tested in a net-

work simulation, and its performance in terms of spectral bandwidth and probability of

achieving the latency requirements as a function of vehicles in the network was compared

to a pre existing method in addition to the performance of simply performing random

resource allocations for the V2V links [42]. The multi-agent deep reinforcement learning

method achieved data sum-rates that were consistently 15% higher both alternative ap-

proaches presented tested for all traffic congestion scenarios. Nonetheless, it should be

noted that the latency performance of all methods tested rapidly deteriorated as more

vehicles were added to the network.

Shih et al. [43]: The authors aim to solve the reliability issue for VoIP traffic using two

different solutions, both of which involving D2D transmitters intermittently sensing for

the control channel messages of other transmitting entities. The first approach, named

the “explicit” approach, increases the probability of an agent being able to successfully

schedule a control channel message without a conflict from a scheduling decision of

another agent. The second approach, namely the “implicit” approach, proposes that
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the frequency channel in which the control channel message is scheduled in be mapped

one-to-one to the data channel scheduling decision; in other words, the frequency channel

that a control channel message lies within “implies” the frequency channel within which

its corresponding data channel transmission lies. To figure out which frequency channel

to use, the implicit approach has each agent randomly decide to sense each subframe

in the control channel with a probability p. If the agent decides to sense a subframe,

it would take note of any frequency channels in which it detects the energy of other

agents using that channel to transmit their control message, and update a “channel list”

that contains whether or not a frequency channel is vacant. Otherwise, it would try to

transmit a control message by consulting its channel list, choosing the same channel it

did previously if it is in the list, and a random channel if not, and if no channels are

vacant according to the list, the agent does not transmit, and instead senses the control

channel for its entire remaining duration, keeping its list up to date. In the end, the

implicit approach results in reducing the collision probability of the data messages in

comparison to the scheduling mechanism prescribed by the LTE standard. In high levels

of congestion, the LTE standard demonstrated near 100% collision rates, their approach

kept collisions at roughly 15%. However, their algorithm achieves this performance gain

in collision rate at the cost of decreased latency performance in high congestion scenarios.

Both the latency and collision rate performance is still better than the LTE standard

for low to moderate levels of traffic, with 5-15% reductions in collision rate, and 40-60

ms reductions in latency.

Asheralieva and Miyanaga [44]: This paper presents a means for optimizing D2D

communication performance via a multi-agent Q learning approach for autonomous D2D

scheduling within a multi-cell heterogeneous network that aims to achieve an optimal

data throughput constrained by minimum Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR)

requirements. The authors also model this multi-agent resource allocation scheme as a

stochastic non-cooperative game in order for the D2D pairs to learn the strategies of

other pairs while formulating their own and achieve a Nash Equilibrium.

2.2.4 Centralized Resource Allocation Algorithms

Wen et al. [45]: This paper uses a centralized resource allocation scheme constrained

by user-specific QoS requirements to maximize the data throughput of a cellular network

containing D2D users and regular users. The strategy makes the decision of whether

a D2D link will underlay conventional cellular channels, or use their own dedicated re-

sources, thus incorporating mode selection into their research. Once the mode selection

process is complete, the resource allocation problem is solved by two different resource
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allocation algorithms, one for the allocation of resources for users using dedicated re-

sources, and the other for the users communicating with underlay resources.

Xiao et al. [46]: The authors present a heuristic algorithm for the joint problem of

allocating frequency and power resources in addition to mode selection and modula-

tion scheme (referred to the authors as “bit allocation”) selection problems of DUEs

and CUEs that operate within a single cell OFDM-based mobile network. The modes

are defined by the authors to either communicate via direct D2D links, or via conven-

tional cellular communication. The DUEs are assumed to be capable of simultaneously

transmitting in both modes, provided disjoint subcarriers are used for each mode. The

objective function of the author’s formulated resource and mode allocation problem

targets the minimization of power consumption required for downlink communications.

An overlay D2D communication network model is assumed, thus no frequency reuse is

possible with their resource allocation strategy.

The first stage of their algorithm uses some pre-existing methodology found in the lit-

erature to solve the joint frequency, power, and bit allocation sub-problem (the authors

explored the use of two different pre-existing methodologies for their algorithm, namely

[47] and [48]), while keeping the transmission mode for all users fixed in conventional

cellular mode. Afterwards, working within the frequency allocations provided, the sec-

ond stage of the algorithm determines if power reductions can be made by allowing some

(perhaps all) of the assigned subcarriers of the DUEs to operate in D2D mode.

Aside: At this point, it is essential to understand that bit allocation and power allocation

are intimately related; in order to “allocate a bit” to a user, one must allocate enough

power to the user so that this bit may be transmitted and received with a high enough

SINR to be decoded successfully. In this work, a single bit can be added to some

subcarrier by incrementing the modulation scheme, e.g. from no modulation scheme to

BPSK, to move from 0 bits to 1 bit allocation, BPSK to QPSK to move from 1 bit to 2 bit

allocation, and so on. Thus, depending on the subcarrier and its current bit allocation

(i.e. modulation scheme), the marginal power increase that corresponds to adding 1 bit

of information more to that subcarrier varies. Moreover, the distance between nodes

that are communicating over the air interface influences the power required to transmit

a certain number of bits as well, making mode selection influence the power consumption

to bit allocation mapping as well, since a user’s prospective D2D link is likely to be a

different length than its conventional cellular mode link.

The second stage starts off by re-setting the power allocation and bit allocation for all

DUEs to zero. Then, for each DUE, the smallest marginal increase in power consumption

required to increase the bit allocation of a DUE by one bit is determined based on the

available transmission modes and subcarriers. This process is repeated until the data
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requirements of the DUEs are met, having bits allocated to each DUE one at a time in a

manner that is always resulting in the lowest possible marginal power increase for every

bit allocated. This algorithm managed to reduce power consumption by the network by

34% on average under the tested scenarios presented by the authors.

H. Wang et al. [49]: This paper aims to reduce the computational complexity of

power allocation algorithms for underlay D2D networks that find allocation solutions us-

ing nonlinear convex optimization techniques that are solved via interior point method.

The authors exploit the observation of the guaranteed existence of a “strong” D2D link

transmission power being allocated to a D2D pair while conducting the interior point

method optimization, which allows the Hessian matrix involved in the conventional pro-

cess to be simplified to a diagonal matrix whose inverse is easier to compute. This

“approximated” interior point method reduces the computational burden of executing

the Newton-Raphson iterations used to solve the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condi-

tions of the barrier problem. The new approach resulted in significant reductions in

computation time while still achieving near-optimal solutions to the power allocation

problem.

Mei et al. [50]: In this paper, the authors present a resource allocation algorithm

that maximizes the lowest SINR of CUEs in a cellular network underlain with V2V

communication links, with the latency and reliability QoS constraints of the vehicular

communications taken into account. This algorithm handles the joint allocation of cel-

lular resource blocks (i.e. combined time and frequency resource units), transmission

power, and modulation and encoding scheme of the V2V links while assuming CUEs

transmit at a fixed power and are provided with fixed cellular resource allocations.

Moreover, the data traffic model of the vehicular communication links characterizes the

data packet generation behaviour and payloads with Poisson and exponential random

variables respectively.

For ease of implementing their optimization algorithm, the latency constraints of the

V2V links are converted into data rate requirements, and the conversion process is

mathematically justified in the paper. The authors present an intuitive but hard to

solve joint optimization problem that they recast as an optimization of the Lagrange

multiplier vectors of its Lagrange function, which assumes a fixed minimum CUE SINR.

This problem is then broken up into smaller, more easily solvable sub-problems via

Lagrange dual decomposition method. At this point, the solution to their formulated

problem yields the various resource allocation decisions that result in achieving the

constant minimum CUE SINR while meeting the QoS constrains of the V2V links.

However, one must recall that the minimum CUE SINR was what was initially desired

to be maximized, so an iterative algorithm is implemented that uses a binary search
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(aka bisection search) method that closes in on the largest minimum CUE SINR that

can be input into their resource allocation optimization while still resulting in a feasible

solution.

The performance of their algorithm was compared to that of the SOLEN algorithm

presented in [51], which is a heavily cited V2V resource allocation algorithm published

in 2016. Despite yielding 4% lower average CUE SINR levels, their algorithm managed

to outperform SOLEN in fairness by boosting the Jain’s index score by 12% while

improving the QoS performance of the V2V links, observing 67% and 7% reductions in

latency and block error rate respectively.

Pan et al. [52]: This letter presents a power control and frequency allocation scheme to

optimize the sum rate of underlay D2D users in a NOMA-based cellular network. The

authors identify the additional complexities of D2D-enabled frequency reuse schemes

when NOMA is being used by the CUEs in the network, due to the potential of the

interference caused by the D2D links to alter the successive interference cancellation

order of the multiplexed NOMA signals. To avoid this from happening, the authors

devise additional constraints on the D2D power settings in their optimization problem

formulation. The authors ultimately work to convert the optimization problem into a

convex form, allowing them to use the standard dual method to find the optimal solution.

This letter is an example of the active research being performed for the integration of

D2D communications in mobile networks for standards even beyond 5G.

2.2.5 Hybrid Resource Allocation Algorithms

Lee et al. [53]: In another study, the end use of D2D communication was not inves-

tigated, but instead the question of how to best share resources between conventional

mobile communication links (eNodeB to UE) and D2D communication links was inves-

tigated [53]. It was claimed that higher network performance can be attained through

the spatial reuse of resources when implementing D2D communication alongside con-

ventional communication [53]. However, to take advantage of such performance gains,

the mechanism by which resources are allocated to various communication links must

be cognizant of the intra cell interference that is generated as a consequence of spatial

reuse of resources [53]. Various centralized and distributed resource allocation strate-

gies were cited by the authors, and the trade-off between centralized and distributed

strategies were explained. Centralized allocation mechanisms were good at allocating

resources optimally, but introduced lots of computational overhead to the system as it

requires lots of channel quality information from all UEs in the cell [53]. Distributed

allocation mechanisms had lower overhead, but struggled to allocate resources effectively
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[53]. The authors of this paper proposed combining such strategies by breaking down

the optimization process into two stages, one centralized stage for a longer time scale

allocation of resources conducted by the eNodeB, followed by shorter time scale link

adaption techniques executed by the UEs [53]. In the end, the author’s simulations sug-

gested their approach to resource allocation allowed for near optimal usage of resources

while reducing communication overhead and computation.

Maghsudi and Staczak [54]: The authors propose a joint power and frequency chan-

nel allocation scheme involving to maximize the aggregate throughput of cellular users

while minimizing the interference impact of an arbitrary number of D2D links in a cellu-

lar network. The frequency and power allocation problem is solved in two stages, where

first the frequency channels are allocated to the DUEs and UEs of the network using

a centralized graph theory based approach. After the users have been “clustered” to-

gether into certain frequency channels, a distributed power allocation algorithm problem

is modeled as a game. The utility functions of the players in the author’s game model are

unknown, but it is estimated by each player via reinforcement learning techniques that

allow for the game to reach a Nash Equilibrium. This approach is not concerned with

any specification of QoS constraints for the D2D communication links, as the scheduling

approach proposed bases the D2D channel allocations on what benefits the data rates

of cellular users the most.

Nie et al. [55]: This paper applies Q-learning in both distributed and centralized

fashions in order to control underlay D2D communications in a manner that optimizes

the communication system throughput while meeting the QoS constraints of regular

cellular users. The Q-learning algorithms proposed aim to optimize the total sum rate

of both cellular and D2D nodes by selecting appropriate power settings for devices in

a single cell network. The first Q-learning scheme presented was a centralized “Team-

Q learning” approach. This approach is a cooperative multi agent Q-learning scheme,

where agents collectively learn a singular Q function that gets characterized over time

by a common reward function. The reward function of the Team-Q learning algorithm is

designed to optimize the total sum rate of all users operating on a single resource block.

Thus, this algorithm is performed in parallel for each resource block in the cellular

network. Alternatively, a distributed multi agent Q-learning scheme is also presented,

which aims to address the scalability issues of the Team-Q learning approach. The

distributed Q-learning algorithm instead has each agent rewarded based solely on its

own throughput instead of the collective sum rate observed for all agents on the same

resource block to allow for a smaller state-action space while eliminating the need for a

centralized entity to implement a common reward function and Q-table for all agents.

Results showed an improved convergence rate for the distributed Q-learning approach

over the Team-Q learning approach.
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As a concluding remark for this section, it is acknowledged that background information

on reinforcement learning, especially Q-Learning would be desirable to include at some

point in the literature review on cellular resource allocation algorithms. However, in

Chapter 4, the section describing the design process for the reinforcement learning algo-

rithm developed in this thesis naturally outlines all relevant concepts of reinforcement

learning, so for the sake of efficiency, it is not repeated here.

2.3 Simulating Smart Grids

While designing the D2D-LTE enabled smart grid co-simulator presented in this the-

sis, the fundamentals of discrete event simulation, continuous time simulation, and co-

simulation were studied. Moreover, a literature review on the already existing combined

power and information and communications technology (ICT) simulation tools was con-

ducted to identify a vacant niche in the smart grid simulator world in which the proposed

simulator can fill.

Traditional power system dynamical models are generally continuous time based, whereas

ICT dynamical models are discrete event based. Thus, to design and validate a sim-

ulator for a smart grid application, one must characterize and couple continuous time

(power) and discrete event (ICT) dynamical systems.

This section provides the fundamental background knowledge required to formally en-

gage in smart grid simulation design, providing an overview of basic simulation design

terminology, how to characterize discrete event and continuous time dynamical mod-

els, and various strategies for coupling discrete event and continuous time simulation

units. Then, a review of various smart grid simulation tools proposed in the literature

is provided.

2.3.1 On Continuous Time and Discrete Event Models

The work of Gomes et al. [56] provides a detailed description of formal definitions used

for simulation design in addition to discrete event and continuous time simulation units,

and is summarized in this subsection to provide fundamental background knowledge

required to appreciate, analyze, and devise smart grid simulation design strategies.

2.3.1.1 Terminology

• Dynamical System: A model that characterizes a real system by formulating

state parameters and rules for how they change.
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• Behaviour Trace: A behaviour trace was defined by Gomes et al. [56] as “the

set of trajectories followed by the state (and outputs) of a dynamical system”.

However, in the context of this thesis, the aforementioned definition can be re-

stated less generally as the collection of state variables and outputs each plotted

as a function of time belonging to a dynamical system.

• Simulated Time: The hypothetical interval of time over which a behaviour trace

is realized.

• Wall Clock Time: Time that passes in the real world.

• Experimental Frame: Sets the scope of scenarios where the dynamical system

intends to be representative of reality.

• Dynamical System Validity: The difference between the behaviour traces pro-

duced by the dynamical system and the real system it is modeling under scenarios

specified by the experimental frame.

• Simulator: An algorithm that computes the behaviour trace of a dynamical

system.

• Simulator Accuracy: The difference between a real system’s analytical be-

haviour trace and that produced by the simulator. A simulator can be deemed

“accurate” should this difference be below some specified threshold value.

• Simulation Unit (SU): An entity that generates behaviour traces. A simulation

unit can be either a simulator paired with a dynamical system, or some real thing

(e.g. hardware) that is fed inputs.

• Simulation: A behaviour trace obtained by a simulation unit.

• Orchestrator: That which mediates the advancement of simulation time within

and coupling between the simulation units involved in a co-simulation scenario.

• Co-Simulation Scenario: A rather vague construct containing that which is

needed for the co-simulation to be accurate.

• Co-Simulation Unit (Co-SU): A simulation unit that is composed of an or-

chestrator and co-simulation scenario. The purpose of a Co-SU is to abstract the

meshing of SUs via orchestrators and co-simulation scenarios, hiding such details

in a black box model that can be treated like any other SU.

• Co-Simulation: A behaviour trace created by a co-simulation unit.
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2.3.1.2 Discrete Event Simulation and Co-Simulation

In general, a dynamical system can be classified based on the nature of its state and

its relationship with time. Specifically, a dynamical system can either have discrete

or continuous states that either evolve over time continuously, or in discrete increments

[57]. A discrete event dynamical system has discrete states that evolve over a continuous

timescale. The dynamics of discrete event systems can be modeled with the Discrete

EVent System (DEVS) specification [57]. The DEVS atomic model is the fundamental

mathematical construct of the DEVS specification, which characterizes how some dis-

crete event dynamical system changes state and interacts with its environment in terms

of input, output, state, and various transition function parameters [57]:

DEV Stuple ≡ 〈X,Y, S, δint, δext, λ, ta〉, (2.1)

where

• X is the set of all possible inputs into the system

• Y is the set of all possible outputs out of the system

• S is the set of all possible states of the system

• δint is the internal state transition function, which updates the state of the system

after the current state expires

• δext is the external state transition function, which updates the state of the system

after an input is received

• ta is the time advance function, which maps each state to how long it persists in

time before it expires (at which point δint is called to update the state)

This construct was the basis for the definition of a discrete event SU presented by Gomes

et al. [56]. Moreover, a DEVS coupled model was the basis for their definition a Co-SU

required for the co-simulation of two discrete event simulations [57]:

coupledDEV S ≡ 〈X,Y,D, {Mi}, IC,EIC,EOC, select〉, (2.2)

where

• X is the set of all possible inputs into the coupled system
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• Y is the set of all possible outputs out of the coupled system

• D is the set of indices used to refer to each component of the coupled model

• {Mi} is the ith component of the coupled model, where a component is either

another coupled model or an atomic model; note that i ∈ D

• IC is the set of input couplings, i.e. a mapping of component outputs to component

inputs; perhaps a more intuitive name for IC would be “internal couplings”

• EIC is set of external input couplings, i.e. the mapping of inputs into the coupled

system to inputs of components within the coupled system

• EOC is the set of external output couplings, i.e. the mapping of outputs of various

components within the coupled system to the overall outputs of the coupled system

• select is a function used in the scenario where there are output events generated

by multiple components at the same instant in time to decide the order in which

the output events are processed by the system

With this mathematical machinery, combined with an orchestrator like the one presented

in Algorithm 2 of [56], the co-simulation of two discrete event systems can be achieved.

2.3.1.3 Continuous Time Simulation and Co-Simulation

A continuous time dynamical system has a continuous state space, and its state evolves

continuously over time. This class of dynamical systems can be characterized with a

state space representation, where a set of dynamical system variables and inputs are

used to formulate a system of coupled first order differential equations whose solutions

can predict all salient characteristics of the dynamical system at any time following a

given initial state [58]. However, a continuous time dynamical system must be a state-

determined system in order to be fully characterized by a state-space model [58].

Such a system of differential equations can be expressed using vector notation:

~̇x = f(~x, ~y, t), (2.3)

where each element xi of ~x is a state variable, and each element yk of ~y is an input,

and t is time. f(•) Is a mapping of the state vector, input vector, and time to the state

vector’s derivative. For example, for linear time invariant system state space models,

f(•) = A~x + B~y, where A and B are constant coefficient matrices. f(•) can also be
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broken down into a collection of functions fi(•) each responsible for computing a different

element ẋi of ~̇x.

Ultimately, a continuous time simulator is responsible for computing the behaviour trace

of the continuous time dynamical system by using its state space representation. The

trajectories of each state variable xi that constitute this behaviour trace can be approx-

imated numerically with a nth order Taylor polynomial [59]:

xi(t
∗ + h)

.
= xi(t

∗) + fi(t
∗) · h+

dfi(t
∗)

dt
· h

2

2!
+ ...+

df
(n−1)
i (t∗)

dt(n−1)
· h

n

n!
(2.4)

Where t∗ is the point in time that the Taylor polynomial is centred around, and h is

the time elapsed relative to t∗. The value of n depends on the desired level of precision

in the estimation, and various differential equation solvers select different values for n

based on how they are designed [59].

Gomes et al. referred to the increment h as a “micro-step” in time that a CT-SU im-

plementing equation 2.4 would use to incrementally produce the behaviour trace of a

continuous time dynamical system. However, in order to facilitate the co-simulation

of CT-SUs, it was also identified that CT-SUs can only exchange information during

orchestrator-enforced “macro-steps” in time due to the asynchronous micro-stepping of

each CT-SU. As such, CT-SUs need a way to estimate the inputs coming from other

CT-SUs for each micro-step in between macro-steps. To do this, the notion of an ex-

trapolation function was introduced, which is used to provide such estimates at each

micro-step given the last known exchange of information from the external CT-SUs.

Characterization of the extrapolation function is an area of study in its own right. After

this, the authors established a formal definition of a CT-SU:

Si ≡ 〈Xi, Ui, Yi, δi, λi, xi(0), φUi〉, (2.5)

where

• Xi is the state vector space, where ~xi(t) ∈ Xi

• Ui is the input vector space, where ~ui(t) ∈ Ui

• Yi is the output vector space

• δi advances the behaviour trace of the SU by a macro-step

• λi is the output function, generating some ~yi(t) ∈ Yi for every micro-step
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• xi(0) is the initial state

• φUi is the extrapolation function, estimating ~ui(t) for every micro-step in between

macro-steps

Finally, Gomes et al. defines a CT co-simulation scenario:

CTcosimScenario ≡ 〈Ucs, Ycs, D, {Si : i ∈ D}, L, φUcs〉, (2.6)

where

• Ucs is the input vector space of the coupled system

• Ycs is the output vector space of the coupled system

• D is the set of indices that reference the SUs that constitute the coupled system

• {Si : i ∈ D} are the SUs of the coupled system

• L is used to map output-input couplings among {Si : i ∈ D}

• φUcs is the set of all extrapolation functions for each SU in the coupled system

With this mathematical machinery, combined with an orchestrator like the one presented

in Algorithm 3 of [56], the co-simulation of two continuous time systems can be achieved.

2.3.1.4 Hybrid Co-Simulation

Due to the fundamental differences in the characterization of DE and CT simulations,

it was identified by Gomes et al. that the hybrid co-simulation of CT and DE SUs is

difficult to characterize, and as such the prevailing co-simulation standards currently

available, namely the Functional Mockup Interface (FMI) and the High Level Archi-

tecture (HLA), have limited capacity for hybrid co-simulation [56]. As such, Gomes

et al. did not attempt to define a hybrid co-simulation scenario, as there currently is

no universally “correct” way to couple DE and CT SUs. Nonetheless, the two main

approaches to developing a hybrid co-simulation scenario tailored to a specific pair of

CT and DE dynamical systems were identified, namely Hybrid DE and Hybrid CT ap-

proaches. These approaches are named after the type of orchestrator (CT or DE) they

use in order to manage the time advances of the coupled CT and DE SUs. The orches-

trator can only manage SUs of the same type, so the SU that is not the same type as the

orchestrator must convert its outputs and inputs to/from CT signals and event entities
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as appropriate. As such, to study co-simulation in the context of smart grid simulators,

we must now depart from the generalities described in this subsection, and explore the

work done in developing hybrid co-simulators that can meet the specific needs of various

smart grid applications.

2.3.2 Literature Review - Smart Grid Simulators

This subsection aims to summarize the study of smart grid co-simulation design, pro-

viding an overview of co-simulation design strategies and characteristics in addition to

an overview of the most prevalent smart grid co-simulators. First, key articles are in-

troduced that collectively provide a detailed introduction to the fundamentals of smart

grid co-simulation, and a snapshot of state of the art simulators and their characteristics.

Then, by referring to these surveys, a concise overview of smart grid co-simulation de-

sign strategies is provided; such strategies include both time synchronization strategies

as well as methods used to instantiate the orchestration mechanism of a co-simulator.

Finally, the most popular smart grid co-simulations designed to date are presented, and

their key characteristics are identified.

2.3.2.1 Key Co-Simulation Articles

The works of Palenski, et al. [60], Mets et al. [9], and Müller et al. [61] provide excellent

foundational knowledge of the field of smart grid simulation, and its current state of the

art.

Palenski, et al. recasts the core fundamentals of co-simulation design summarized math-

ematically by Gomes et al. into plain English explanations tailored to the smart grid con-

text. The topics of co-simulation synchronization strategies, communication sequences,

model/state variable coupling, error estimation and time step size control, orchestra-

tion, and simulation interfacing (referred to as simulation framework by Müller et al.)

are covered at a high level. Moreover, this work also offers insight into the practical

considerations that should be taken into account when designing a smart grid simulator.

Mets et al. presents a 2014 survey on smart grid simulation that aimed to inform smart

grid researchers on the available simulation tools in existence while also providing smart

grid simulation developers an overview of the popular co-simulation design strategies

and technical standards. This survey is perhaps the most comprehensive of its kind.

First, an overview of the fundamentals of smart grid (simulators aside) is provided,

explaining the role of information and communications technology in power systems,
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outlining the various use cases of smart grid infrastructure applicable to wide/neigh-

bourhood/home area networks. Then, a summary of the available power and communi-

cations simulators is provided, identifying the different characteristics and use cases of

each. Afterwards, the state of the art in co-simulators that combine selected power and

communication simulators is presented, and excellent diagrams that depict the orches-

tration strategies implemented are provided for each co-simulator. Moreover, the fidelity

of the co-simulators discussed is broken down into communication system fidelity and

power system fidelity dimensions, and qualitatively rated and compared among them-

selves. Finally, the authors discuss the common simulation design “architectures” used

by the simulators surveyed, in addition to the various technical standards (including

communication protocols) that were used. In this paper, the notion of “architecture” is

interpreted as the topological design of a co-simulator, whose components are the power

system simulator, communications simulator, the power/communications simulator syn-

chronization mechanism, and the smart grid application that operates on top of the joint

power/communications system. In the same section, a brief discussion on multi-agent

systems and their role in smart grid co-simulation was provided as well.

Müller et al. provides a more recent (2018) and concise survey of the most popu-

lar smart grid so-simulators, and includes a section on the state of the art simulation

“frameworks” used by the co-simulators identified in the survey. In this paper, the no-

tion of “framework” is defined as that which “...define(s) standardized APIs to combine

different simulators or to improve their efficiency” [61], i.e. standards that facilitate in-

terfacing simulation units. Moreover, this work has a case study section that showcases

the performance of two leading smart grid co-simulators, namely GECO and INSPIRE,

using them to simulate distribution system scale wide area monitoring, protection, and

control applications. Such simulated applications were exposed to various communica-

tion network vexations caused by link failures and cyber attacks. With the exception

of two new co-simulators, all other co-simulators identified in this survey are covered by

Mets et al. in greater detail.

2.3.2.2 Smart Grid Co-Simulation Design Strategies and Characteristics

The various design choices that influence the overall characteristics of a smart grid

co-simulator can be grouped into three categories, namely orchestration strategies, co-

simulation architectures, and simulation frameworks.

Orchestration strategies specify the communication sequences and synchronization

methodologies used in the simulator. Communication sequences manage the order that

coupled simulation units feed each other information in order to overcome the algebraic
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loop paradox. “Algebraic loops” occur when two coupled simulators both need each

other’s outputs from the next time step as inputs in order to generate outputs for the

next time step; neither can advance without the other advancing first. There are three

main communication sequencing strategies to handle this, namely parallel (aka Jacobi),

serial (aka Gauss-Siedel), and iterative sequencing [60]. The notions of macro and mi-

cro time steps introduced in Section 2.3.1.3 are useful when describing these sequencing

strategies. The parallel approach has both simulators advance simultaneously, exchang-

ing their outputs that were computed by estimated inputs (based on the information

exchanged previously) at every macro step. In other words, the inputs received at each

macro step by a simulation unit are what should have been used to compute the output

it just generated, but instead is used by an extrapolation function to estimate the inputs

needed to advance through the following micro steps up to the next macro step. The

serial approach limits the need for input extrapolation, having only one of the coupled

simulation units extrapolate inputs to the next macro step. This is done by having

one simulation unit advance to the next macro step via extrapolated inputs first in or-

der to compute the outputs required as inputs for the other simulation unit to advance.

Finally, the iterative approach is essentially a combination of serial and parallel sequenc-

ing approaches, where the two simulation units make a first pass at advancing to the

next macro step via parallel sequencing, then make a second pass via serial sequencing,

exchanging the first pass outputs of the next macro step.

Synchronization methodologies dictate the timing of information exchange among cou-

pled simulation units, and three kinds of such methodologies were introduced in [60],

namely point based, event driven, and master-slave. Point based synchronization sets

predetermined points in time of the co-simulation at which data is exchanged, which is a

simple approach, but is not accommodating to the instantaneous exchange of information

generated by intermittent events occurring among simulation units, which can introduce

errors in the behaviour trace. Event driven synchronization is essentially a hybrid DE

co-simulation approach where every time advance of the CT simulation unit is treated as

an event, at which point the hybrid co-simulation can be treated as a discrete event co-

simulation, making the formulation of the co-simulation scenario easily expressible with

the DEVS formalism. Such a synchronization approach allows for tight coupling of the

simulation units, but can experience co-simulation scalability issues should the time step

of the CT simulation unit solver be sufficiently small. Finally, master-slave synchroniza-

tion involves having a dominant simulation unit in charge of dispatching the temporal

advances and data exchanges of subordinate simulation units. The main drawback to

this approach is that the slave simulation units cannot initiate any data synchroniza-

tion events, and must wait to be queried by the master to share new information. In

addition to these synchronization methodologies, there is the alternative of performing
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a real time co-simulation, where each simulation unit is “synchronized” to wall clock

time, making the coordination of simulation time advancement among simulation units

for proper information exchange a non-issue. The main challenge with implementing

real time co-simulation is that the computational speed of the simulators must be able

to be fast enough to produce their simulation traces in real time. However, if this can be

achieved, a bonus to this synchronization strategy is that it makes hardware-in-the-loop

simulations feasible, where various components of the simulation can be swapped out

with real hardware and/or hardware emulators for even more realistic testing.

Co-simulation architecture is introduced by Mets et al. as the organizational lay-

out of the four main “high level functional components” of a smart grid co-simulator,

namely the power system, network, control, and “synch” components [9]. Naturally,

the power system and network components are the power and communications sim-

ulation units respectively. The control component is what simulates the smart grid

application manipulating the smart grid dynamics. The synch component is essentially

the orchestrator of a co-simulation unit if thought of in terms of Gomes et al.. Mets

et al. identifies three main smart grid co-simulation architectures upon review of the

simulations they surveyed, namely master-slave, dedicated synchronization and control,

and layered architectures. In a master-slave architecture, the synch and control compo-

nents are implemented within either the power system or network components, allowing

for the application of a master-slave synchronization methodology. The dedicated syn-

chronization and control architecture keeps all components separate, with the synch

component being central to the other three in a star topology. This way, the synch com-

ponent is centralized and independent, and coordinating the interactions between the

control, network, and power system components. Such an architecture could support

any synchronization methodology previously mentioned. Finally, the layered simula-

tion architecture is similar to the dedicated synchronization and control architecture,

except that there is a dedicated synch component between every simulation component

(be it control, power system, or network) being coupled. It should be noted that the

ideas of co-simulation architectures and synchronization methodologies overlap; how-

ever, co-simulation architectures are aid in co-simulation design at a more macroscopic

level, i.e. the organization of the aforementioned high level components. The reason

for the overlap is that the architecture can be influenced by the desired synchronization

methodology implemented.

Simulation frameworks were introduced by Müller et al. as application programming

interfaces (APIs) used to streamline simulation coupling in co-simulation development.

Three standardized simulation frameworks were identified, namely High Level Architec-

ture (HLA), Functional Mockup Interface (FMI), and Mosaik, in addition to a class of
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non-standard “ad-hoc” simulation frameworks that refer to those custom-built by smart

grid co-simulation developers to meet their specific needs.

HLA is specified by the IEEE 1516 standard, and has been traditionally used to facilitate

DE co-simulation, and details interfacing protocols required to implement a dedicated

synchronization architecture, which is referred to as a “federation”. Each simulation

unit is considered a “federate” of the federation, and the synch component (i.e. or-

chestrator) is referred to as a Runtime Infrastructure (RTI), which handles information

mapping, federate synchronization, and the orderly execution of federates (i.e. federate

coordination). HLA-based simulation frameworks has been successfully applied to some

of the leading smart grid co-simulators.

FMI has been traditionally used for CT co-simulation, and specifies a standard interface

for exchanging “functional mockup units” (FMUs) that contain either dynamical sys-

tems, or entire simulation units (dynamical system and solver) among different systems.

However, none of the leading smart grid co-simulations identified in Müller et al. make

use of this standard.

Mosaik is an interesting simulation framework, as unlike HLA and FMI, was intention-

ally designed for smart grid co-simulations running distributed energy resource and load

control applications. Mosaik uses a master control program for the construction and

orchestration of co-simulation scenarios expressed in its own Mosaik Specification Lan-

guage (MoSL) to combine simulation units. The simulation units provide information

to the master control program using a simulation interface (SimAPI).

Ad-hoc simulation frameworks are implemented within the simulation units, which can

result in less organizational overhead in the framework design in comparison to ad-

vanced (standardized) simulation frameworks, but require the developer to deal with

the development details of the co-simulation unit they are making. This approach is

sometimes the only option available for co-simulation developers when they are trying

to combine simulation tools that are proprietary and do not have support for the APIs

that advanced simulation frameworks rely on.

2.3.2.3 Leading Smart Grid Co-Simulators

This section describes the most prominent smart grid co-simulators in existence that

implement detailed power system dynamics (i.e. use non-steady-state power simulators)

in no particular order.

EPOCHS [62]: The Electric Power and Communications Synchronization Simulator

(EPOCHS) was the first smart grid co-simulator designed, combining PSCAD and PSLF
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power systems simulators with the ns-2 network simulator. This co-simulator aimed to

simulate protection and control systems that are implemented by a distributed system

of “agents”; an agent is defined by the authors as autonomous smart grid applications

that are programmed into the IEDs of the FREEDM smart grid architecture. EPOCHS

uses an HLA-inspired ad-hoc simulation framework to build a dedicated synchronization

and control co-simulation architecture, referring to its orchestration mechanism as a

RTI, and each simulation and control entity as a federate, and the overall system as the

federation. Despite their interest in HLA paradigms, custom interfacing techniques were

implemented to avoid the complications of retrofitting the software of each simulator

used to comply with HLA interfacing specifications. The RTI uses a simple fixed point

synchronization methodology. The control component of the architecture was labeled

the “AgentHQ”, which executes the event-driven dynamics of all smart grid agents in

an object-oriented manner, making the actions of smart grid applications controllable

through methods at every macro step of the simulation.

GECO [63]: The Global Event-Driven Co-Simulation (GECO) framework is an ad-hoc

framework used to merge General Electric’s Positive Sequence Load Flow (PSLF) power

simulator and ns-2 communication network simulator to simulate wide area protection

and control (WAMPAC) smart grid applications. As the name implies, their orchestra-

tion strategy uses an event-driven synchronization methodology, treating every micro

step of the PSLF simulator as events, which are managed globally alongside the events

generated by the communication network model execution. A master-slave co-simulation

architecture is used, where the orchestration mechanism is programmed in the ns-2 envi-

ronment, making the communication simulator the “master”. The authors developed an

“epcmod” API in the PSLF environment that takes orders from the master; such orders

include the pausing and starting of the PSLF simulator, and the querying and editing

of the PSLF state variables [63]. A C++ class named tcl PSLF in ns-2 was created that

acts as the API on the communication simulator side, and are used by ns-2 application

classes programmed to emulate the smart grid applications. The performance of GECO

was compared to an EPOCHS-based co-simulator, by comparing the behaviour traces

generated by both co-simulators for a WAMPAC application implemented on an IEEE

39-bus distribution system model. The main difference between EPOCHS and GECO

is that EPOCHS uses a fixed time-stepped (point-based) synchronization methodology.

It was shown that the fidelity of EPOCHS was only able to match that of GECO when

the time step chosen was the same as the micro step of the power simulator. Finally,

the authors studied the scalability of their co-simulation framework by seeing how much

longer the simulation run time increased when scaling up the WAMPAC application to

cover a 127 bus distribution system model. The results showed that the simulation time

nearly doubled; the actual run time of the simulation depends on the time step size of
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the PSLF solver. In the case where the PSLF solver was set to have a step size of a

millisecond, the simulation run time increased from roughly 20 minutes to 40 minutes

moving from the 39 bus model to the 127 bus model.

INSPIRE [64] is an HLA-based smart grid co-simulation scheme implemented by

combining DIgSILENT PowerFactory and OPNET simulators for the simulation of

WAMPAC smart grid applications. Despite using the aforementioned simulation units,

INSPIRE co-simulation design in principle can be used to combine any pair of power

and communication network simulators. The co-simulation architecture follows a dedi-

cated synch and control design, which is needed for the application of HLA interfacing

specifications. The authors describe their implementation of their co-simulation archi-

tecture in terms of “Hybrid Simulation Architecture” terminology [65], where the synch

component defined in this thesis is analogous to their definition of a “simulation core”,

while our notion of a “simulation framework” is referred to as the “networking layer”.

The simulation core performs the tasks of orchestration and co-simulation scenario char-

acterization, with the former task being implemented by a “request-grant” dynamic be-

tween federates and the RTI, and the latter task being lumped into their notion of a

“generic network description”; both tasks are implemented in part through the use of

their so-called “substation data processing unit” or SSDPU. The SSDPU achieves this

by accepting the IEC 61970 common information model (CIM) compliant description of

the power system topology generated by the power simulator component, and identify-

ing the IEDs of each substation bay whose communication system components require

instantiation in the ICT simulation domain. At this point, the SSDPU can also link the

substation nodes (in the power simulator) as appropriate to the ICT nodes (in the ICT

simulator) derived from the substation information just processed.

The network layer, not to be confused with the communication network simulated by

the ICT simulator component, is the communication network used by the co-simulation

framework itself to connect the logically and/or physically distributed federates of the

co-simulation so they can exchange information. The authors draw upon HLA-based

communication protocols that allow the network layer to support the needs of the orches-

trator. The SSDPU also helps with the network layer interfacing, handling the coupling

between power system, ICT, and control components (aka federates) on a substation.

In INSPIRE, as interpreted by fig. 2 of [64], has a SSDPU for every substation in the

power system topology, which is responsible for populating an IEC 61850 substation

model with state information that needs to be shared with the ICT simulator and con-

trol components via CIM-compliant data packages. Fig 2.4 is a version of fig. 2 of

[64] that has omitted some finer details to place emphasis on the overall co-simulation

architecture.
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Figure 2.4: Simulation architecture of INSPIRE smart grid simulator.

The authors developed “INSPIRE time management”, a dynamic point-based synchro-

nization methodology, where the synchronization points occurred at every time step of

the differential algebraic equation solver of the power system simulator. However, this

means the event dynamics generated by the ICT simulator may be delayed in their in-

fluence on the power systems side, as they cannot be shared the instant they evolve, and

must wait until the next synchronization point. This results in a loss in precision for

the point in time that a discrete event can actually occur on, which is described by the

authors as “temporal fuzziness”. The impact of temporal fuzziness was investigated by

running the co-simulation multiple times, each time changing the maximum allowable

time step of the power system solver, thus elongating the time between synchronization

points, increasing the presence of temporal fuzziness. As temporal fuzziness increased,

the performance of the co-simulator deteriorated in that there were artificial communi-

cation delays that were an artifact of the fuzziness, and not the communication latency

desired to be produced by the ICT simulator.

ORNL Hybrid DE Approach [66]: The Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)

provide a Hybrid DE approach to coupling the CT and DE dynamics of power and

communication system simulators. The authors mathematically characterize a DEVS

tuple that internalizes the CT evolution of the power system, allowing the state of the

dynamical system to advance through the integration steps of a differential equation

(DE) solver in between discrete event triggered state transitions. As such, the input and

output dynamics of the power system SU become purely DE based from the perspective

of other DE SUs (i.e. communication and control SUs), making the coupling of their

dynamics easier. The authors implemented this CT internalization feature with the their
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novel “evolution” and “integration step” functions. The evolution function can return

the new state of a CT system based on an input state and the margin of time the current

state should advance by. The integration step function maps the state of the system to

the time duration of the next DE solver integration step. The conventional DEVS func-

tions were then expressed in terms of these functions (among others) to accommodate

the CT dynamics that cause the state of the DEVS tuple to change continuously, and

not only due to the occurrence of discrete events. The authors implement this hybrid

coupling strategy through the use of ADEVS, a hybrid dynamic systems simulator, for

the power system model, and ns-2 for the communication system model. The power

system dynamics modeled in ADEVS is boiled down into a single discrete event pro-

cess, and wrapped in an ns-2 TelObject, making it controllable by ns-2 software. Thus,

the author’s co-simulation architecture follows that of a master-slave strategy with an

event-based synchronization methodology.

Bergmann et al. [67]: This work presents a layered co-simulation architecture, where

the NETOMAC power system simulator and ns-2 are combined. The smart grid ap-

plications (i.e. control component) are separate from the power and communication

system simulators. Two different interfaces were constructed in order to couple the var-

ious simulation units; one interface coupled the power simulator to the communication

network simulator, and the other interface coupled the communication network simu-

lator to the control component containing the smart grid applications. An interesting

aspect of this work’s architecture is that the communication network simulator can be

interpreted to be a part of the interface between the power system and control compo-

nents. NETOMAC has an interface called ExternBridge, which can be used to access

a Java Native Interface API to ship data from the NETOMAC environment in an xml

format to ns-2, where the data traverses a simulated communication network on its way

to receptive socket(s) of the various smart grid applications in the control component.

VPNET [68]: This smart grid simulator combines Virtual Test Bed (VTB) and OP-

NET simulators via a dedicated synchronization architecture; the synchronization com-

ponent of the co-simulator (aka their “Co-Simulation Coordinator”) was developed by

the authors in C#. VPNET uses an ad-hoc simulation framework that leverages existing

software interfacing features present in both VTB and OPNET, and a fixed point-based

synchronization methodology. Common Object Model based APIs are present in VTB,

which is used by VPNET to send power system state information to the Co-Simulation

Coordinator so it can then be sent to the OPNET environment; allow the Co-Simulation

Coordinator to edit the VTB simulation parameters; and allow the Co-Simulation Coor-

dinator to stop and start the execution of the VTB solver. The various nodes simulated
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in OPNET use OPNET’s “external system module” (aka Esys) interfaces for the bidi-

rectional exchange of information to/from OPNET’s execution controller, which can

communicate with the Co-Simulation Coordinator using a Windows Socket.

GridSim [69]: GridSim is a real time smart grid simulator intended for the simulation

of WAMPAC applications. The article describing GridSim did not put emphasis on the

details on how the authors interfaced the different simulation units for power network,

substation, communication network, and control centre components of their design, and

instead described the WAMPAC applications capable of being simulated in GridSim

(hierarchical state estimation and oscillation and damping monitoring) in addition to

the author’s proposed smart grid “data delivery middleware” (GridStat) designed to

provide communication network QoS guarantees for such applications. It is unclear if

conventional communication network protocols can be modeled with the communications

component of their co-simulator, or if the fidelity of this component is high enough to

model the dynamics of lower-layer communication protocols.

PowerNet [70]: PowerNet Combines Modelica and ns-2 simulators using a master-slave

architecture, dynamic point-based synchronization methodology, and ad-hoc simulation

framework. The master simulation unit is ns-2, which is programmed with an orchestra-

tion mechanism that can read and write information from/to the Modelica environment,

and control the execution of Modelica. Such orchestration commands are event-driven,

making the synchronization time step dynamic. The two simulation units are interfaced

through the use of UNIX pipes.

Babazadaeh et al. [71]: This work presents a real time WAMPAC testing platform

developed with OPAL-RT and Simulink for the power system SU, SoftPMU to emulate

phasor measurement units (PMUs), OPNET for the communication system SU, Open-

PDC for the simulation of a phasor data concentrator (PDC), and PowerIT for the smart

grid application implementation platform. The co-simulator was only demonstrated to

perform uni-directional data flow from PMUs and video surveillance cameras to control

centre applications in [71]. Synchrophasor data is modeled to be generated from power

system measurements and encoded in an IEEE C37.118 format by the SoftPMU module,

where it is sent in real time to the OPNET environment via TCP/UDP protocol. The

OPNET simulator can recreate the real time traversal of data packets through some

communication network model, and has a “system in the loop” feature that allows for

various network components to be replaced with actual hardware. After traversing the

communication network, the data is fed into a PDC simulated by OpenPDC so the

data can be aggregated and accessed by the various smart grid applications written in

PowerIT.
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Greenbench [72]: Greenbench is combines PSCAD and OMNeT++ simulators to cre-

ate a co-simulator capable of simulating the impact of cyber attacks on a FREEDOM-

based smart microgrid. The authors implement a master-slave simulation architecture,

where an orchestration mechanism (named the “interactor”) is built in OMNeT++

through the help of OMNeT++’s “self event” artifacts that are generated by simulation

components after uniform increments in time as an implementation detail. These self

events can be exploited to implement a fixed point-based synchronization mechanism

for the orchestrator. An ad-hoc simulation framework is used to interface the simulation

components with “buffer files”, where information that needs to be sent by one simula-

tion component is stored in a binary file that is accessible by the other. Such buffer files

are used to exchange simulation information at every synchronization step.

Garau et al. [21]: In this work, the authors’ main objective was to test the feasibil-

ity of LTE-enabled fault location, isolation, and restoration (FLISR) applications. In

the process of doing so, a co-simulator was constructed in order to simulate the cou-

pled dynamics of power systems and LTE communications in particular. DIgSILENT

PowerFactory and SimuLTE (executed in OMNeT++ environment) were combined in

a dedicated synchronization architecture, with an ad-hoc simulation framework seem-

ingly inspired by HLA, as the authors refer to their synch component as a run-time

interface (RTI). The RTI was implemented in Python, allowing for easy interfacing with

DIgSILENT PowerFactory, which comes with a Python API. TCP sockets were used to

interface the RTI with OMNeT++. A fixed point-based synchronization methodology

was used by the RTI.

2.4 Potential Use Cases for D2D in Smart Grids

2.4.1 On Smart Grids: The FREEDM Architecture

Traditional power systems have a centralized architecture with unidirectional power

flow from producer to consumer. Such systems involve large power plants feeding power

over long distances via high voltage (usually 115kV or higher) transmission systems,

whereupon the power is disseminated to transmission substations that step this voltage

down to a medium level (usually from 4kV to 42kV). From there, the power flows through

a distribution system to be consumed by the users of the electricity (e.g. a home or

office building). Before the customer consumes the power, its voltage is stepped down

one more time to the standardized secondary side voltage of 120V/240V. Traditional

grids have limited means for interconnecting distributed energy resources at the low and
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medium voltage levels of the power system, have limited communication infrastructure,

and forbids islanding during outages [73].

In recent years, the rising needs for increased penetration of renewable energy resources,

more intelligent coordination of dispatch of both supply and consumption of power

to mitigate overloading infrastructure, and grid resiliency have driven a movement to

modernize the power system in order to meet these needs.

The result of modernizing traditional power infrastructure is a “smart grid”, essentially

a power system made “smart” by the integration of information and communication

technology and advanced power conversion infrastructure that can result in the system

being capable of handling high penetration of distributed energy resources in addition

to other applications that aim to make the grid more cost effective and resilient for the

benefit of all its stakeholders. In a smart grid, system components can monitor their

operation state and communicate to other components as required to uphold not only

nominal, but optimal operation of the grid. A popular manifestation of smart grid is

demand response, an activity where the consumer is involved in altering their power

consumption scheduling in real time in response to the needs of the grid infrastructure

among other things such as electricity pricing. Another way smart grid is used is to

facilitate the coupling of micro grids to the main distribution system of a local distri-

bution company (LDC) to not only ensure a safe grid tie, but to also provide a myriad

of ancillary services to the larger power ecosystem, such as reactive power supply for

voltage and frequency regulation, peak shaving, and energy imbalance compensation

[73].

The FREEDM system is a model smart grid infrastructure proposed by [74], which en-

visions the essential grid components that would create an easily extensible (i.e. “plug

and play”) distributed power system, whereupon distributed energy resources such as

storage devices and renewable power sources like photovoltaic panels can be coupled

to the grid with the same ease as connecting a phone to a battery charger. Fig. 2.5

visualizes the FREEDM model. The architecture proposed has the same base structure

as a traditional distribution system (primary voltage bus, power feeders, and distribu-

tion transformers to step down voltage for consumer consumption), but adds intelligent

communication devices throughout the system. Intelligent Fault Management (IFM)

devices are proposed to quickly locate faults and respond by isolating the afflicted pri-

mary feeders from the rest of the power system, whereas Intelligent Energy Management

(IEM) devices are to be used to communicate to other IEMs, head office, and IFMs on

behalf of the secondary side distributed energy resources they are managing [74]. An-

other novel addition to traditional distribution infrastructure is the introduction of the

Solid State Transformer (SST), which is to replace analogue distribution transformers
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Figure 2.5: FREEDM architecture diagram.

(at least where DER is being coupled to the grid), acting as a node to which both

secondary side DC and AC buses can be implemented to connect various DER to [74].

The SST is a power electronic device, and is to be capable of inverting and rectifying

power waveforms as required; also, the authors identify how the SST can maintain unity

power factor at the primary side of the SST to assure that no interconnection problems

would arise when DER are coupled to the grid [74]. This requirement seems slightly

dated today, as there is now talk on using DER for VAR injection to provide voltage

and frequency support to the distribution system [73].

2.4.2 Applying D2D Technology to Smart Grid Applications

The work of Kalalas et al. [6] identifies mobile communications as a promising technology

choice for smart grid ICT infrastructure due to its technological maturity, pre-existing

infrastructure maintained by dedicated entities, ease of deployment (low up front and

maintenance costs), and its usage of licensed spectrum that allows for QoS provisioning.

Nonetheless, the authors did identify that for the massive machine type communications

that are associated with smart grid communications in addition to the bursty protection

and control messaging that demands highly reliable and low latency communication,

LTE standards require some improvement before being able to provide all the commu-

nication needs of future smart grids.

Kalalas et al. identifies that D2D communications can help with some of the short-

comings of LTE applied to smart grid communications as it has the potential to boost

throughput, improve reliability and latency performance, and prevent the occurrence of
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LTE network overloading. As identified in Section 2.2.1.1, underlay D2D communication

is capable of boosting the throughput of a cellular network via frequency reuse, and is

a potential solution to the large data rate requirements for the alarm and protection

functions of substation smart grid applications [6]. Moreover, with the smart grid de-

vices being able to communicate without the base station, it will result in less traffic

congestion on the LTE core network and base station infrastructure. Communication

reliability can be improved via D2D communications as well, as transmitting data over

both a direct link in addition to conventional cellular channels introduces redundancy

to message transmission efforts. Lower latency can be achieved through direct com-

munications as well, as such information streams avoid the traversal of the core LTE

network.

The authors identify three types of smart grid applications in which D2D communication

can be deployed at a neighbourhood area network scale to improve the feasibility of LTE

enabled smart grids in the ways previously mentioned, namely microgrid distributed

management and control, smart substation automation, and active demand response

[6].

Microgrid distributed management and control, as the name implies, refers to the

applications required for the management and control of microgrid power system dynam-

ics for the continuity of electrical servicing while using a distributed control architecture.

As already mentioned, LTE is an ideal technology choice for smart grid communications

from an economics and assets management standpoint. However, the essential control

mechanisms required for a microgrid (e.g. protection mechanisms that handle system

disturbances such as abrupt load changes or faults) require millisecond-scale latency

performance, making the use of conventional LTE communications unfeasible from a

technical standpoint. Thus, the authors [6] claim how various papers suggest that by

shifting the conventional centralized and hierarchical microgrid control architecture to a

distributed multi-agent based one, low latency D2D communications can be used, thus

improving the feasibility of LTE-enabled microgrid control.

Smart substation automation applications are part of the cyber physical system that

manages various aspects of power system performance at distribution substations, where

IEDs at substations process information sensed from various devices such as current and

voltage transformers in order to attain awareness of the grid state required to perform

actuation commands as required to handle grid contingencies and maintain continuity

of electrical servicing. Such actuation commands could open circuit breakers, shift the

settings of a transformer’s load tap changer, dispatch capacitor banks for VAR injection,

etc. The authors [6] claim that such substation automation communications are limited

to IEDs within a single substation, but the reach and power of such applications can be
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extended if IEDs belonging to different substations could communicate to one another.

However, the wired communication currently used in substation LANs is not scalable

from a cost standpoint to implement inter-substation communications, where LTE com-

munication is, but is not suitable for mission critical applications. It is proposed that

low latency D2D communication can be used to make LTE communication possible,

unlocking unprecedented levels of distribution system operation automation.

Active demand response allows consumers to have access to real time power pricing

and consumption information in order to have more insight into the optimal dispatch

of their electrical loads in addition to any potential distributed energy resources in

their possession for their economic benefit (e.g. sell energy to the grid when prices are

high, defer schedule-able power loads like washing machines when the price of electricity

is cheapest, etc.). Moreover, distribution system operators can send price signals to

consumers to influence their power consumption habits in order to stay within various

distribution system operation constraints, e.g. raising the price of electricity during peak

hours to reduce electricity demand to keep transformers from being overloaded. The

authors identify D2D communication as a useful enabler for demand response, citing

studies that advocate for D2D enabled mesh networks to be used to send pricing and

power consumption information to demand response stakeholders, and implementing

relaying mechanisms to extend the communication range of the mesh via additional

single link hops.

2.4.3 Literature Review - Potential D2D Driven Smart Grid Use Cases

Cheng et al. [75]: In this paper, the authors identify that the large data requirements

generated by the advent of the smart grid that may put the cellular network at risk

of being overloaded with smart grid device data flows. To alleviate stress on a cellular

network enabling a smart grid, the authors propose to offload the delay-tolerant smart

grid information to a heterogeneous D2D network, where the smart grid devices transmit

data directly to passing vehicles via outband WiFi-enabled or inband underlay cellular

D2D communication, depending on what the author’s transmission mode selection algo-

rithm deems optimal for any given scenario. Then, the vehicles will relay the smart grid

devices’ messages to the next roadside WiFi access point they happen to come within

range of, which will then send the information to its final destination through the core

network.

The authors formulated two different data forwarding schemes that help smart grid

devices choose a statistically optimal vehicle to choose to send its data to, and also

develop mode selection and resource allocation algorithms. The data forwarding problem
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was formulated as an optimal stopping problem, and the authors provided a “time-

oriented” solution, and a “vehicle-oriented” solution to the same problem. The time-

oriented optimal forwarding scheme divided time into discrete slots, where at every

time slot, the device would consider if the vehicle it currently has the opportunity to

send its data to will be less likely to result in higher communication delays than those

consequential to waiting for the next time slot for a better forwarding opportunity.

In the vehicle-oriented optimal forwarding scheme, an optimal rule was defined that

determines a threshold time duration that the expected delay in message delivery from

vehicle to roadside access point should be below to be worth forwarding; otherwise,

from a communication delay perspective, it is statistically favourable to wait for the

next vehicle to arrive, and evaluate the forward opportunity it has to offer.

Concerning the mode selection problem, the driving metrics that motivated the mode

selection process were monetary cost for the communication services. Outband D2D

WiFi was assumed to be free to transmit data with, while inband underlay LTE D2D

was more expensive. Moreover, the author’s communication network model assumed

that if data sent via D2D communication is not received on its first attempt, the smart

grid device will re-transmit using conventional cellular communications with an eNB.

This conventional cellular communication mode is modeled to have the highest cost

among all available transmission modes. The successful data transmission probabilities

for outband and inband D2D communication were determined as a function of many

communication and device mobility model parameters. These probabilities were used in

their mode selection scheme to determine in any given scenario if it is statistically cheaper

to transmit via outband or inband D2D. Generally speaking, outband D2D is cheaper if

it is successful in getting the information to its destination, but has a higher probability

of failure than inband D2D, meaning this scheme has a higher risk of needing to re-

transmit using the most expensive communication mode, namely conventional cellular

communication. This risk-reward trade off is what makes the probability of transmission

success so vital to the mode selection decision.

Finally, a centralized “fair delivery-ratio maximization resource allocation” scheme was

proposed to maximize the lowest “delivery ratio” among all smart grid nodes. The

delivery ratio is defined as the ratio of data transmitted by a smart grid device via

cheaper D2D communications to the total data transmitted in the network. The main

novelty behind their resource allocation scheme was the author’s implementation of

virtual queues for each smart grid device, where the length of a device’s queue evolves

over discrete advancements in time, where the difference between minimum delivery

ratio desired and the delivery ratio achieved over the previous time interval is added

to the length of the queue. The queue lengths are then used as weights in a sum of

the achieved delivery ratios of all smart grid devices in the network, which the author’s
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resource allocation algorithm maximizes. This way, the algorithm allows devices who

have historically been allocated the lowest delivery ratios in the past are given priority

for the current time interval in which target delivery ratios are being allocated.

Ultimately, the author’s vehicle-assisted offloading scheme resulted in the ability to

offload 58% of delay-tolerant smart grid data to vehicles via D2D communications, re-

sulting in fairly allocated cost savings for all smart grid devices at the same time.

Piacentini [76] and Fey et al. [77]: These are two early works that presented various

ideas revolving around distributed smart grid energy management and control. Piacen-

tini identified in 2011 that cost and performance improvements being made in FPGA

technology was facilitating the installation of smart nodes throughout a power system

that can handle computational burdens required to perform smart grid applications. It

was also identified by Piacentini that the use of distributed smart grid intelligence can

result in a reduced burden on wireless communication networks, and by discarding the

need for a centralized, hierarchical SCADA system that is sensitive to a single point of

failure, a more robust smart grid can be realized.

Fey et al. aimed to find a solution to making heterogeneous communications infras-

tructures that various smart grid applications use in an inter-operable fashion. The

authors present an agent-based smart grid control system, where control nodes in the

same low voltage grid must coordinate their actions to achieve some common goal, e.g.

voltage control. However, to facilitate the communication required among agents in a

distributed microgrid control scenario, the authors identified that the agents need to

be able to discover one another’s presence in the multi-agent system at “first-plugin”;

provide locational information; and advertise smart grid services, all while upholding the

basic needs of QoS and communication security. Ultimately, with these base function-

alities, the applications of various agents in a power grid can communicate directly to

one another, making multi-agent control feasible. This direct application-to-application

functionality is what the authors define as device-to-device communication, where such

communications are direct only in the logical sense, and in reality are logical overlays to

an underlying multi-hop heterogeneous network. Although Kalalas et al. made it sound

like Fey et al. was identifying the need for the cellular D2D communication as defined in

this thesis for distributed multi-agent microgrid control schemes, this is not true, as Fey

et al. did not define D2D in the same way. In light of this, one must consider whether or

not multi-agent based power system control strategies even lend themselves to cellular

D2D communications any more than centralized schemes do. In reality, it is not the

control methodology that influences the feasibility of D2D communications as a solution

for information exchange in a smart grid, but the proximity between nodes that require

communication with one another. For example, if some multi agent control architecture
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has agents that are several kilometers apart in order to cover an entire distribution sys-

tem, a D2D connection may very well be not be feasible, whereas a centralized microgrid

control strategy may have a its controller within a few hundred meters of all other nodes

in the system, making D2D possible.

Ci et al. [78]: This work aimed to model the communication delays of a wireless mesh

network used to implement a community microgrid load sharing application, and simu-

late the impacts of such delays to observe their impact on the power system. Moreover,

a novel load sharing control scheme was developed to make the application more robust

to communication delays. Load sharing is the practice of synchronizing the voltage and

frequency magnitudes of parallel power inverters connected to a common AC bus that

distributes power to loads on the microgrid. These power inverters are used to convert

the power output by different kinds of distributed energy resources (e.g. wind, solar,

batteries) to a commonly acceptable form. The authors modeled the communication

delay of a wireless communication link as the summation of two random delays, namely

the “service time” for data packet to traverse the communication link, and the queu-

ing delay experienced. The service time is modeled to follow a geometric distribution,

and the queuing delay is based on previous works in queuing theory, and makes use of

the service time probability distribution’s first and second order moments. Information

loss probabilities and retransmission schemes are also modeled, but the details are not

included in the paper.

It was shown that the load sharing control scheme that synchronizes the output of a

power inverter interfacing a distributed energy resource to the microgrid relies on the

power output information of the other parallel inverters in the microgrid in order to

generate the controller’s proper instantaneous reference voltage values. As such, the

delayed power output information from other inverters results in sub optimal voltage

references for the local inverter’s controller, which can cause power system instabilities

that can harm the loads on the microgrid. The authors reduced the impact of the in-

stabilities observed in simulation caused by their modeled communication delays in a

conventional load sharing controller implementation approach with a new control strat-

egy. The key idea of this new strategy was to delay the local power output feedback

loop by a time delay that is randomly distributed according to the same distribution

as the communication latency from the remote power output feedback messages. The

simulation results showed that the author’s approach significantly reduced the drop in

active power output of the inverter in comparison to the conventional control scheme

when both were exposed to message delays in the microgrid.

This study shows that wireless communication can be a feasible solution to microgrid

load sharing control systems, as communication delay effects can be handled by altering
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the control scheme. With this being said, microgrid load sharing appears to be an

appropriate use case for D2D communications, and due to its low latency potential,

may even be capable of eliminating the need for altering conventional control schemes

to mitigate latency impacts in future microgrids, yielding simpler control designs.

Cao et al. [79]: In one study, D2D communications was applied in a smart grid context

in order to reduce the information loss rates of a FREEDM-based energy system [79].

The article identified the importance of latency in smart grid operations, as there are

many time critical operations that take place in energy systems. Also, it described the

hierarchical nature of communication infrastructure commonly proposed for smart grid

systems, involving random-access based communication based LANs for communication

of devices on the same low voltage bus managed by a single IEM, followed upstream

by a WAN implemented using cellular networks. For an IEM to generate a report to a

distribution system’s control room, data would have to be collected from all devices on

the LAN by the IEM, which would then report as required to head office through the

WAN. To improve the spectral efficiency of the WAN, it was proposed that IEMs can

share their allocated cellular resources in order to leverage the resources that are unused

by IEMs that have less information to send than others [79]. For example, an IEM

experiencing fault conditions will require higher bandwidth than nominally required

to send all the fault reporting messages to head office; meanwhile, another IEM not

undergoing a fault may have been allocated resources that are sitting idle. The authors

proposed the concept of D2D-assisted relaying to help tap in to such idle resources [79].

Traditional relaying involves a UE sending data to an intermediary node that relays

its signal to a base station in order to boost spectral efficiency by leveraging spatial

diversity [79]. However, the authors took this concept a step further and considered the

possibility of a IEM using radio channels of another IEM to form a D2D connection

to a relay node while still using their own channels [79]. The optimal pairing of IEMs

(for D2D relaying) in addition to the transmission mode of each IEM (i.e. IEM to base

station, IEM using traditional relaying, IEM using D2D assisted relaying) was modeled

as a 2-stage stochastic programming problem and solved [79]. The programming problem

was stochastic due to the random latencies experienced in LAN communications [79].

In the simulations conducted by the authors, it was demonstrated that the usage of

D2D-Assisted relaying in smart grid communications reduced information loss rates in

comparison to communication “frameworks” that either did not use relaying at all or

only used traditional relaying [79].

Chen et al. [80]: In this paper, the authors present a way to dynamically form

microgrids with available distributed generation available after a natural disaster has

disconnected the distribution system from centralized power sources fed by the trans-

mission system. This microgrid formation mechanism intends to restore the most critical
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loads on a distribution system in a timely manner with the distributed energy resources

available. The authors consider a radial power distribution system that is outfitted

with remotely controllable switches that can automate the reconfiguration of the system

topology to form islanded microgrids, with each distributed generation resource power-

ing one microgrid. The problem of determining the optimal formation of microgrids was

formulated as a mixed integer linear programming problem (MILP), where the loads in

the distribution system are selected to be connected to a microgrid in a manner that

maximizes the priority-weighted sum of power servicing being restored post-disaster.

The authors were mindful of the constraints of the problem, ensuring that the load flows

at each node balanced, and that line impedences were taken into account to calculate

the corresponding voltage drops to ensure that voltage levels of nodes stay above an

acceptable level. Moreover, the effects of the disaster can be introduced as constraints

in the problem, by making certain switch states unchangeable by the optimization as a

result of the need to isolate the faults introduced to the distribution system. The MILP

formulated is solvable with commercial software.

In addition to the load restoration optimization, the authors identified the need for global

state information of the microgrid must be collected by a node so that the optimization

can be performed. It is assumed that there are communication nodes distributed over the

power system that have partial information about the overall system, i.e. information

pertaining to a handful of switches and loads that it is close to. The authors proposed

that information can be shared among nodes by applying the average consensus method,

a distributed means to disseminating information throughout a network. At a high level,

the average consensus method works by iteratively exchanging information with local

nodes, where in every step, a node observes the differences in its recorded values of each

grid element parameter (e.g. a load’s nominal power demand) with those recorded by

its neighbouring nodes. These differences are scaled by a learning rate, and added to the

values of the previous iteration. The average consensus method, after sufficient iterations

using a properly selected learning rate, results in each node’s recorded values of each

grid element parameter being equal to the average of the initial values for such elements

held by all nodes in the system. Thus, if all nodes collectively know all information

elements of the distribution system, and if all nodes hold information on disjoint sets of

elements, with the element values they do not have access to being initialized to zero,

global information can be recovered from the average initial values found by average

consensus method.

The authors demonstrated a proof of concept with two case studies, where they imple-

mented their load restoration strategy on both IEEE 37 and 123 node test distribution

systems, where the 37 node model had 3 distributed generators, and the 123 node system

had 8. The generation capacities and load demands were chosen randomly. Successful
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formation of microgrids was demonstrated in addition to convergence of the average

consensus algorithm used to disseminate information.

The communication requirements of the load restoration scheme was identified by the

authors to only need short range wireless networks, as general consensus method only

requires communication among local nodes. As such, the authors suggest that WiFi or

ZigBee can be used. However, it seems that cellular D2D communications would also be

a good fit for this application, and would even benefit from its access to licensed spectrum

and improved feasibility for longer communication ranges. In fact, these advantages of

D2D communications over other wireless communications options are the main source of

this thesis’ inspiration for developing measures to make D2D accessible to many different

smart grid application archetypes.



Chapter 3

D2D LTE Enabled Smart Grid

Simulator Design

3.1 Introduction

As mentioned in Chapter 1, due to the widespread use of Simulink’s Simscape Power

Systems to facilitate power engineering research [27–33], it is believed that extending its

functionality into the realm of LTE communications without needing software outside

of the Matlab/Simulink environment would be of value to the academic community.

Nonetheless, there is little work done in developing a smart grid simulator solely in

the Matlab/Simulink environment despite its powerful software packages for simulat-

ing the LTE physical layer, discrete event dynamics, and conventional power systems.

Elkhorchani and Grayaa [81] tested their proposed smart grid wireless communication

architecture on top of their power-flow model of a renewable-integrated power system in

the Matlab/Simulink environment. The authors modeled ZigBee, WIMAX, and WiFi

physical layer communication protocols, albeit assuming constant SINR levels, and do

not seem to model a communications protocol stack up to the application layer. Shlebik

et al. [82] simulates a PLC-enabled AMI application in Matlab, modeling the transmis-

sion of smart meter data via various modulation schemes. Moreover, despite the wide

choice of protocols and architectures that can be simulated with the communications

simulators used by state of the art smart grid co-simulators [61], such simulators (e.g.

ns-3, OPNET) do not offer a high fidelity characterization of the dynamics present at

the physical layer of a protocol stack. More specifically, such communications simula-

tors are considered “layer 2” simulators, meaning that they ignore or heavily simplify

physical layer (“layer 1”) dynamics, e.g. fading effects, physical resource allocation, etc.

Conversely, our co-simulation tool has the advantage of being capable of simulating the

48
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propagation of time domain electromagnetic waveforms that have been modulated with

digital information compliant to LTE specifications, making highly detailed analysis on

effects of signal attenuation, fading, and interference possible.

This chapter describes the use of powerful simulation packages from the Matlab/Simulink

environment and develops a novel interface software that allows simulation of NAN-scale

smart grid applications enabled by LTE-compliant D2D communications. The readily

available packages are LTE System Toolbox, SimEvents, and Simscape Power Systems.

The interface software that allows power system and ICT dynamics to be simulated at

the same time is described. Platform testing is achieved by simulating a simple fault

location, isolation, and restoration (FLISR) application, and confirming that its power

and communications dynamics interact with one another as expected.

The remaining sections of this chapter are organized as follows: Section 3.2 provides an

overview of the Matlab/Simulink implementation of this model. Section 3.3 describes

the FLISR application devised for testing the simulator. Section 3.4 presents the test

results, showing successful execution of the FLISR application on the power system

side, with its control signal actuation timing being consistent with that of the messaging

dynamics observed in the LTE network.

3.2 Integrated Simulator Model

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the co-simulation of power and communication systems

for the simulation of smart grid applications is not a trivial task. This is due to the

difficulty in properly synchronizing the event-based dynamics of the communication sim-

ulator with the continuous time dynamics of the power system. The main goal of this

section is to provide a system design perspective of our co-simulator’s CT-DE dynamics

and its Simulink-Matlab interface. The purpose of this approach is twofold. First, being

able to characterize the joint dynamics between our power system simulator (CT based)

and LTE network simulator (DE based) with mathematical equations which general-

izes our solution to the problem of merging such simulation units. The consequence is

that future practitioners can refer to our generalized system design as a guide to imple-

menting their own custom co-simulation of some continuous time system coupled with

a communication network that uses a time slot based medium access control scheme.

Note that, in our co-simulator, we have chosen LTE as the communication facilitator

however any communication technology can be integrated using our methodology.
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Secondly, a mathematical characterization of our simulator’s Simulink-Matlab interface

unambiguously describes the dynamics of our co-simulation architecture, providing clar-

ity and reassurance. This is an essential step for encouraging practitioners to consider

utilizing our hybrid simulation approach. We desire to promote the legitimacy of this

approach as an alternative to more complicated co-simulation architectures proposed in

the literature [83, 84] based on the leading High Level Architecture (HLA) and Func-

tional Mockup Interface (FMI) co-simulation frameworks, whose brief descriptions can

be found in Müller et al. [61].

3.2.1 Software Architecture

The proposed solution to the comprehensive smart grid simulator combines the LTE

System Toolbox, Simscape Power Systems, and SimEvents software packages that are

available in the Matlab/Simulink environment. In addition to using these software

packages, original code was developed to model the relevant 4G LTE protocol layers

that the LTE System Toolbox does not support.

Fig. 3.2 provides a high-level system diagram of the simulation platform. In the Simulink

environment, both Simscape Power Systems and SimEvents discrete event simulation

tools are used. Simscape provides easy to use block components for power system

devices, modeling their dynamics and providing the user with a simple interface to

modify their characteristics. Depending on the state of the power system constructed

using Simscape, sensors monitoring state variables, e.g. line voltages and currents, may

trigger an “event” in the SimEvents domain. SimEvents allows one to simulate system

behavior that responds to intermittently occurring “event” inputs. For example, such an

“event” could be a timer within a smart meter expiring indicating it is time for the device

to report its measurements to another device in the smart grid via a communications

message. These events produced in SimEvents proceed to call Simulink functions that in

turn evoke the applications of smart grid communication devices, which are implemented

as Matlab scripts.

In the simulator, smart grid device application scripts construct data packets to send

through a communication network in the form of a binary array. This data is passed

to the LTE protocol stack. The LTE protocol stack was simplified, only capturing the

features relevant to the flow of data through the communication system. As such the

packet data convergence protocol (PDCP) layer, which manages header compression

and encryption, was ignored for simplicity. However, the radio link control (RLC) layer

is implemented in our simulation platform, as it fulfills the key role of concatenating

and segmenting internet protocol (IP) packets (technically PDCP packets) buffered by
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the application into RLC protocol data units (PDUs). Fig. 3.1 visualizes this process.

This figure also indicates the header fields added to the RLC SDU; as this data plane is

used for D2D nodes, the Unacknowledged Mode (UM) of the RLC layer is being used.

As such, UM mode of RLC has FI, E, SN, E, and LI header fields. The FI field is a

two bit field that indicates whether or not the beginning and end of the PDU’s payload

consists of a segmented upper layer packet. The first E field is a single bit that indicates

if the RLC PDU has an extended header. The SN field is a sequence number used in the

reassembly of segmented packets. The second E field is only present if the RLC PDU has

an extended header, which occurs when RLC SDUs are being concatenated. As such, the

second E field is indicates if a third E field is needed, and so on. This mechanic allows for

a dynamic number of LI fields, which indicate the size of its corresponding RLC SDU,

or RLC SDU segment. The sizes of the RLC PDUs are determined independently from

the sizes of the IP packets that are being used to fill the PDU. This process ensures that

the data packets being sent over the air interface can be encoded within the interval of

frequency spectrum allocated to it for the given Transmission Time Interval (TTI) it is

being sent at.

Figure 3.1: Implementation of LTE D2D data plane.

These RLC PDUs are then given a medium access control (MAC) layer header, which

specifies information such as source and destination IDs of sender and receiver in the case

of D2D MAC headers, in addition to other pieces of information like the Logical Channel

ID (LCID) that specifies the logical channel of the data for data plane messages, or the

type of control element (CE) being sent for control plane messages. It should be noted
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that fig. 3.1 does not have a CE header field shown in the MAC header. This is because

SL-SCH, i.e. sidelink data plane messages do not need control elements. However,

there are several other fields for this type of message, namely the V, R, Source ID (S),

Destination ID (D), F2, E fields in addition to the aforementioned LCID field. V is a

“version number” field that is intended to be used in the future. R indicates“reserved”

bits that are currently not being used for anything. The Source and Destination IDs

are specified by higher layer protocols, and are used to identify the D2D node that is

transmitting data, and a “Group ID” that identifies the group of receivers receiving the

data [36]. In this work, these ID values were arbitrarily set. F2 indicates the format

of the MAC header, and E indicates if there is another MAC SDU in the PDU aside

from the one the current header fields are describing. In this work, it was never needed

to combine MAC SDUs, as our communication nodes only ever had one stream of data

coming from one application at a time. Once MAC headers are added, the data has been

refined into transport blocks, and are ready to be input into LTE Toolbox functions,

which modulate the binary data into a time domain waveform. On the receiving end,

the reverse of this process occurs, ultimately resulting in a different smart grid entity

application script receiving a message that results in the occurrence of an “event” in

SimEvents, which in turn causes some form of actuation to be performed within the

power system, e.g. a circuit breaker opening, or the inputs to some power controller

changing.

3.2.2 DEVS Model of ICT-Power System Interface and its Implemen-

tation

The interface between the power and communications system simulator dynamics can

be modeled with the collection of DEVS atomic models characterized in this section.

Fig. 3.3 is a diagram of the interacting DEVS models. For any given D2D-enabled

smart grid application, it can be modeled as having N “message generator” nodes that

accept power system sensor readings and/or commands from “message receiver” nodes,

then generate appropriate communications messages that get queued within the atomic

model in response. An “abstract LTE network” block’s dynamics is synchronized with

the power system, and manages the N message generators, making forwarding and mes-

sage dropping decisions every subframe the simulation advances. The N generators

forward their messages to the appropriate sub-collection of N message receiver blocks,

which process the incoming message(s) and send outputs to its corresponding message

generator and/or power system actuation mechanism as required. The input/output

coupling of the message generator and receiver atomic models can be modeled as a bi-

partite digraph, where the message generator nodes have one or multiple unidirectional
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Figure 3.2: High-level system diagram of smart grid simulator.

connections to receiver nodes, and every receiver node has a single unidirectional connec-

tion to a single generator node. This graph structure captures how D2D nodes transmit

by multicasting messages to a group of receivers, while a D2D node’s receiver can only

send information to its own transmission entity.

3.2.2.1 Message Generator Atomic Model

The message generator atomic model accepts either instantaneous measurements of

power system state variables; signals from a message receiver block; or new queue state

and data forwarding instructions from the abstract LTE network atomic model as po-

tential inputs.

Should the input be from a receiver entity or the power system, the message generator

generates appropriate binary messages, and stores them in a queue that is expressed as

part of the atomic model’s state variable. After enqueuing the appropriate messages,

the new state of the queue is output from the model to be accepted by the abstract LTE

network atomic model, so the LTE simulator is aware of the new information.

Should the input be from the abstract LTE network, the message generator updates the

state of its internally documented data queue with the new input information, and then
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Figure 3.3: Input-output coupling diagram of DEVS atomic models.

outputs the first f messages in the updated queue. f is included in the input from the

abstract LTE network.

The DEVS tuple is characterized as follows:

• X: The set of possible inputs is defined in terms of three sets and an “enqueue

label”. The first two sets are a set Γ of integer m-tuples with n or fewer digits

(i.e. a set of measurements or signals from the power system or message receiver

blocks) and a set ∆ of binary word q-tuples, where each word has k or fewer bits

(i.e. a data queue):

Γ =

M⋃
m=1

{xa|xa ∈ Z, log(|x|) + 1 ≤ n}m (3.1)

∆ =

Q⋃
q=1

{xb|xb = a1a2...ak, ai ∈ {0, 1}, 1 ≤ i ≤ k}q (3.2)

m and q are variables that change with the number of measurements/signals

present and the number of messages in the queue respectively. M and Q are

the largest possible values for m and q respectively.
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The third set is the set Θ of natural numbers from 0 to F , where F is the maximum

number of messages that the message generator can output to receiver blocks in a

single output:

Θ = {xc|xc ∈ N, xc ≤ F} (3.3)

X is defined as the union of the Cartesian product of all possible m-tuples and

an enqueue label and the Cartesian product of all possible q-tuples and the set of

natural numbers that can represent how many messages shall be output:

X = Γ× enqueue
⋃

∆×Θ (3.4)

• Y : The set of all possible outputs is defined in terms of three sets, and two labels,

namely toLTE and toRXers. The first set Λ ⊂ ∆ represents all possible f -tuples

of messages that can be forwarded to a receiver block:

Λ =
F⋃
f=1

{ya|ya = a1a2...ak, ai ∈ {0, 1}, 1 ≤ i ≤ k}f (3.5)

The second set is all possible values that can represent a message generator’s data

queue, namely ∆ as previously defined. The third set is the set Π of natural

numbers from 1 to N , where N is the number of D2D-enabled smart grid nodes

in the network:

Π = {yb|yb ∈ N, 1 ≤ yb ≤ N} (3.6)

Y is defined as the union of the Cartesian product of Λ and toRXers and the

Cartesian product of Π, ∆, and toLTE:

Y = Λ× toRXers
⋃

Π×∆× toLTE (3.7)

• S: The state has four sub-states sied ∈ Sied, sq ∈ Sq, sout ∈ Sout, and sapp ∈ Sapp.
The set of possible states is defined in terms of four sets. The first set consists

of three sub-states that dictate whether the message generator is either idle in

operation, enqueuing new data messages, or dequeuing data messages:

Sied = {idle, enqueuing, dequeuing} (3.8)

The second set is the set of possible queue states of the message generator, namely

∆:
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Sq = ∆ (3.9)

The third set is Π, the set of possible numbers of messages that can be forwarded

in a single output:

Sout = Π (3.10)

The fourth set is Sapp, which is the set of all combinations of smart grid application-

specific state variables that characterize the mapping from input signals and mea-

surements to binary messages. Naturally, there is no general way to characterize

Sapp. S is defined as the Cartesian product of all defined sub-state sets:

S = Sied × Sq × Sout × Sapp (3.11)

• δext: The external transition function is defined when the input sub-state sied =

idle. This function also makes use of some function runappmode(),mode ∈ {0, 1},
which models the smart grid applications to be designed by power systems engi-

neers, and can be any computer algorithm that accepts measurements/signals and

returns a set of binary messages which are then enqueued for transmission while

both taking into account and updating the state variables of Sapp as required.

For the ease of the characterization of δext, a mode subscript is included for this

function that allows one to choose whether runappmode() returns the new state

application-specific state variables, or the new queue state of the message genera-

tor. In reality, this function would do both simultaneously. runappmode() can be

characterized in general terms as a mapping from Cartesian product of X and S

to ∆:

runappmode :

X × S 7→ ∆, mode = 0

X × S 7→ Sapp, mode = 1
(3.12)

δext(s, x) is a piecewise function that either enqueues data messages or updates

the queue state and the number of messages that are to be output as per the

instructions of the abstract LTE network:

δext([idle, sq, sout, sapp], x) =

[enqueuing, runapp0(x, s), 0, runapp1(x, s)], x2 = enqueue

[dequeuing, x1, x2, runapp1(x, s)], otherwise

(3.13)
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• δint: The internal transition sets sied to idle, removes the first sout messages (i.e.

any messages that may have been output from the queue by λ), sets sout to 0, and

leaves sapp unchanged:

δint(s) = [idle, sq−D, 0, sapp], (3.14)

D = {1, 2, ..., sout} is a set of indices of queue sq, and sq−D denotes the vector

containing the set of elements of sq (i.e. the set of binary messages of sq) that do

not have the indices present in index set D.

• λ: The output function either returns a vector whose elements consist of the node

identifier id ∈ Π of the message generator; the queue of the message generator;

and a toLTE label, or a vector whose elements consist of a vector of output binary

messages and a toRXers label:

λ(s) =

[id, sq, toLTE], sied = enqueuing

[sqD, toRXers], sied = dequeuing
(3.15)

D = {1, 2, ..., sout} is a set of indices of queue sq, and sqD is the vector containing

the elements of sq that have the indices present in index set D.

• ta: The time advance function is defined as follows:

ta(s) =

∞, sied = idle,

0, otherwise
(3.16)

This way, the message generator waits in an idle state until an input arrives, upon

which it will instantaneously call the output function λ.

3.2.2.2 Abstract LTE Network Atomic Model

This atomic model treats the discrete advances in time of the power system simulator as

event inputs in order to synchronize the timing of events in the ICT side of the simulator

to the time advancement of the power system dynamics. Moreover, this atomic model

dictates how long the queuing delay will be for each message moving from one device

to another, and whether or not a message will make it to the receiver, or be lost due to

communication failure.

In order for the LTE network simulator to have access to the messages being generated

by the smart grid applications, this atomic model also accepts queue information updates
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from the message generator atomic models as inputs. The DEVS tuple is characterized

as follows:

• X: The set of all input events are the same, namely a the union of the subframe

advance event, and the set of possible outputs from the message generator atomic

model:

X = advance subframe
⋃

Λ× toRXers
⋃

Π×∆× toLTE (3.17)

• Y : There are N outputs to this atomic model, each one coupling to each of the N

message generators implemented in the simulation. As such, Y can be modeled as a

set of N -dimensional ordered pairs, where each element is either a two dimensional

vector, or a “null” output. The two dimensional vector space is the Cartesian

product of the set of possible queue states a message generator atomic model can

have and the number of messages that should be forwarded at the time of the

current subframe advance event. The “null” element is used for particular queues

if they are empty, in which case no output is required:

Y = (∆×Θ
⋃

null)N (3.18)

• S: The state has four sub-states st ∈ St, siju ∈ Siju, sQ ∈ SQ, and sLTE ∈
SLTE . st is the number of advance subframe inputs received since the beginning

of the simulation, representing the time of simulation (for both the power and

communications systems) at the resolution of milliseconds. As such, St is the

set of natural numbers ranging from 0 to the time duration of the simulation in

milliseconds tsim:

St = {st|st ∈ N, 0 ≤ st ≤ tsim} (3.19)

Siju consists of “idle”, “judgment”, and “queue update” states:

Siju = {idle, judgment, queue update} (3.20)

sQ is a N -tuple containing the states of all message generator atomic model queues

in the simulation, which includes both the message queues and the number of mes-

sages to be forwarded upon the advancement of a subframe. Such information is

needed to determine the simulation trace of the LTE network simulator, which in

turn determines when messages can be forwarded to receiving smart grid applica-

tion nodes. SQ is defined as follows:
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SQ = (∆×Θ)N (3.21)

Finally, SLTE is the set of all combinations of LTE network simulator-specific

state variables that characterize its discrete event dynamics. S is defined as the

Cartesian product of St, Siju, SQ, and SLTE :

S = St × Siju × SQ × SLTE (3.22)

• δext: The external transition function increments st, changes siju to judgment,

and updates the state of all message generator queues if the input is a subframe

advance event. The message generator queues and LTE simulator state variables

get updated by the LTE network simulator, which also has access to the current

queue states of all the message generators. This functionality is modeled by a

generic function runLTEmode(), which maps the elements of the Cartesian product

of X and S to the set of queue state N -tuples, i.e. SQ if mode = 0; if mode = 1,

X × S is mapped to SLTE instead:

runLTEmode :

X × S 7→ SQ, mode = 0

X × S 7→ SLTE , mode = 1
(3.23)

The design of runLTEmode() is independent of the co-simulation interface char-

acterized in this section, and is in reality instantiated by the ICT simulation unit

chosen for the co-simulator.

In the case that the input is a queue information update from one of the message

generators, the external transition function changes siju to queue update, and

replaces the ith element of sQ. Thus, the characterization of δext is as follows:

δext([st, idle, sQ, sLTE ], x) =


[st + 1, judgment, runLTE0(X,S), runLTE1(X,S)],

x = advance subframe

[st, queue update, s
′
Q, sLTE ], x3 = toLTE

(3.24)

where

s
′
Q = (sQ1, sQ2, ..., sQi, ..., sQN ), i = x1 (3.25)
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• δint: The internal transition function changes siju to “idle”:

δint([st, siju, sQ, sLTE ]) = [st, idle, sQ, sLTE ] (3.26)

• λ: The output function is defined for when siju = judgment, and outputs sQ:

λ([st, judgement, sQ, sLTE ]) = sQ (3.27)

• ta: The time advance function is defined as follows:

ta([st, siju, sQ, sLTE ]) =

∞, siju = idle,

0, otherwise
(3.28)

This way, the LTE network increments its state and dictates the advancement,

delay, or destruction of messages every subframe at the same instant the power

system advances a millisecond.

3.2.2.3 Message Receiver Atomic Model

The message receiver atomic model accepts sets of one or more binary messages as

inputs, and generates appropriate numerical signals to their associated generator entity.

The DEVS tuple is characterized as follows:

• X: The set of all possible inputs consists of the set of all possible outputs from

a message generator atomic model (although the inputs with toLTE tags are

ignored):

X = Λ× toRXers
⋃

Π×∆× toLTE (3.29)

• Y : The set of possible outputs consists of the Cartesian product of the set of all

m-tuples of integers with n or fewer digits, where m ≤ M and an enqueue tag,

which is exactly Γ× enqueue:

Y = Γ× enqueue (3.30)

• S: The state has two sub-states sia ∈ Sia and sapp ∈ Sapp. Sia consists of idle and

active states:

Sia = {idle, active} (3.31)
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Sapp is the collection of all possible combinations of smart grid application specific

state variables that are used to determine the appropriate mapping from input

messages to output signals to be sent to the message generation atomic model.

Naturally, there is no general way to characterize Sapp. S is defined as the Cartesian

product of Sia and Sapp:

S = Sia × Sapp (3.32)

• δext: The external transition function is defined when the input sub-state sia =

idle, and the second element of x = toRXers. When the message receiver atomic

model receives an input, sia gets set to active, and the application specific state

variables are updated based on the input and current state of the message receiver.

Updating the application specific state variables in reality is done by algorithms

coded by the smart grid application developer, and the process varies from applica-

tion to application. However, they can all be modeled in general as some function

updateV ariables() that maps the elements of X and Sapp to the elements of Sapp:

updateV ariables : X × Sapp 7→ Sapp (3.33)

By making use of updateV ariables, the external transition function can be defined

as follows:

δext([idle, sapp], x) = [active, updateV ariables(sapp, x)], x2 = toRXers (3.34)

• δint: The internal transition function changes sia from active to idle:

δint([active, sapp]) = [idle, sapp] (3.35)

• λ: The external transition function is up to the smart grid application developer

to design, as it specifies the mapping from the state variables of the smart grid

application to the set of possible outputs to be sent to the smart grid device’s

message generator:

λ([active, sapp]) : Sapp 7→ Y (3.36)

• ta: The time advance function is defined as follows:

ta([sia, sapp]) =

∞, sia = idle,

0, otherwise
(3.37)
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This way, the message generator waits in an idle state until an input arrives, upon

which it will instantaneously call the output function λ.

3.2.3 Remark on Generalization of Co-simulation Interface

Future practitioners can refer to the equations in this section as a guide to implementing

their own custom co-simulation of some continuous time system coupled with a com-

munication network that uses a time slot based medium access control scheme. For

example, any CT simulation unit that can be wrapped in the augmented DEVS tu-

ple presented in Equation (3) of Nutaro, et al. [66] can have its inputs and outputs

seamlessly connected to the outputs and inputs of the DEVS tuples constructed in this

paper.

3.3 Microgrid Simulation: Fault Location, Isolation, and

Restoration (FLISR) Application

To test the simulator, a fault location, isolation, and restoration (FLISR) application

was developed using the simulator. As depicted in fig. 3.4, we model a 1 km, 5 kV loop

distribution feeder with three 5 kW spot loads separated by “smart switches” that relays

information to a main feeder circuit breaker (CB). Let the smart switch between Loads 1

and 2 be named Switch A, and the one between Loads 2 and 3 be named Switch B. Also,

let the smart switch between Load 3 and the backup feeder (supply #2) be named the Tie

Switch. The breaker can exchange information from these switches and perform FLISR

operations, ultimately facilitating remote control over the actuation of such switches to

reconfigure the feeder topology in response to faults occurring. For example, fig. 3.4

shows that in the event of a fault occurring at Load 2, the FLISR application would

reconfigure the circuit topology to disconnect the portion of the power line in which the

fault is located in a manner that keeps as many loads energized as possible.

Fig. 3.5 depicts the messages that the various smart grid devices need to send to one

another. These messages have been numbered on the left-hand side of the diagram so

they can be referenced by the labeling in fig. 3.7d. When the fault is detected by the

circuit breaker (CB), it opens to de-energize the feeder, and queries Switches A and B

to see if they detected the fault. Based on the response of the switches, the CB can

then deduce the segment of line in which the fault occurred. Based on where the fault

occurred, the CB then sends appropriate actuation commands to Switches A and B in

addition to the Tie Switch. In order to assure the line is only re-energized after the fault

has been isolated, Switches A and B must execute their actuation commands first, then
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Figure 3.4: Depiction of loop feeder topology and its switch configurations in a)
pre-fault event and b) post-fault event states.

send an acknowledgement (ACK) message to the CB and Tie Switch to notify them that

it is safe to carry out their actuation commands.

3.4 Results

The FLISR application defined in Section 3.3 was put through a series of tests by apply-

ing single phase to ground faults at the various loads of the aforementioned power feeder

topology, and then observing the resultant power system waveforms and communication

messaging. Further tests were conducted to observe the simulation traces produced by

the co-simulator when communication link failures occurred between the various devices

of the FLISR application.

In the LTE simulator, a 5 MHz bandwidth Scheduling Access Period was used, within

which contains the sidelink control and data resource pools used for device-to-device

communication. The transmission power and antenna gains of each device in the network

were set to 20 dBm and 10 dB respectively. Concerning fundamental large scale fading

parameters, the simulator’s path loss model that characterizes the frequency dependent

attenuation of a propagating signal as a function of distance was set to a commonly

accepted model published in section 5.3.2.2.2 of a Third Generation Partnership Project

(3GPP) technical report [85]. Moreover, the penetration loss and noise (present in the
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Figure 3.5: FLISR application message sequence timing diagram.

communication devices’ electronics) was set to 5 dB. Finally, shadowing was modeled as

a zero mean Gaussian random variable with a 2 dB variance [86].

Figures 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8 visualize the power and ICT system dynamics of the FLISR

application handling faults occurring at Loads 1, 2, and 3 on the distribution feeder

respectively. Figures 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11 observe the impact of the joint power system

ICT dynamics when communication failures occur between the CB and Switches A and

B; the CB and the Tie Switch; and the Switches A and B and the Tie Switch respectively.

As can be seen in figures 3.6d, 3.7d, and 3.8d, the message sequencing is consistent with

the FLISR application model shown in fig. 3.5; the changes in the relay signals occur

immediately after actuation commands have been received by Switches A and B, as well

as after the ACK messages have been received by the CB and Tie Switch.

In fig. 3.6a, one can see how a fault occurring at Load 1 results in the substation egress

feeder shutting off its current supply indefinitely. This is to be expected, as the feeder

breaker and Switch A must open in order to isolate a fault at Load 1. Moreover, in fig.

3.6b, Loads 2 and 3 get restored by the backup feeder, while Load 1 remains isolated

from the power system. This is also expected, as the FLISR application was designed to

close the tie switch, re-close Switch 2, and open the CB and Switch 1 in this particular

situation, which is observed to be the case in fig. 3.6c.
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Figure 3.6: Co-simulation traces for FLISR application when a fault occurs at Load
1. a) Is the three phase substation egress current; b) is the phase A currents of the
three loads on the feeder; Load A is closest to the substation, and Load C is furthest. c)
Shows the control signals of all the switches and main breaker of the feeder. d) Shows

events where a message has been received by a smart grid device.

In fig. 3.7a, one can see how a fault occurring at Load 2 results in the substation egress

feeder shutting off its current supply while the FLISR application determines how to

safely restore power to as many loads as possible while isolating the fault, then gets

turned back on. The peak egress current is a third of its original value upon restoration.

Such a result is as a consequence of Load 2 being isolated from the system, and Load

3 being restored by the backup feeder in lieu of its original feeder, making Load 1 the

only remaining demand left on the original feeder. Fig. 3.7b is consistent with the

explanation of fig. 3.7a, as Load 2’s current output remains zero after the FLISR event,

while Loads 1 and 3 get restored. The control signaling in fig. 3.7c is also consistent

with the other sub plots, as it shows Switches A and B opening (i.e. their control signals

lowering), the Tie Switch closing, and the CB re-closing.

In fig. 3.8a, one can see how a fault occurring at Load 3 results in the substation
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egress feeder shutting off its current supply while the FLISR application determines

how to safely restore power to as many loads as possible while isolating the fault, then

gets turned back on. The peak egress current is two thirds of its original value upon

restoration. Such a result is as a consequence of Load 3 being isolated from the system,

while Loads 1 and 2 are able to be restored by the original feeder since the fault is

downstream of these loads. Fig. 3.8b is consistent with the explanation of fig. 3.8a, as

Load 3’s current output remains zero after the FLISR event, while Loads 1 and 2 get

restored. The control signaling in fig. 3.8c is also consistent with the other sub plots,

as it shows Switch B opening, the Tie Switch remaining open, and Switch A as well as

the CB re-closing.

In fig. 3.9, a FLISR application is tested when there is a single line (phase A) to ground

fault occurring at Load 2. However, for this test, a communication failure between the
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CB and Switches A and B was simulated as well to observe its impact on the performance

of the FLISR application. To see the difference that the simulated communication failure

made in the power system’s simulation trace, fig. 3.9 can be compared to fig. 3.7. One

can see that the communication link failure between the CB and Switches A and B

results in a complete failure of the FLISR application as expected. Aside from the main

feeder breaker shutting off due to the local detection of high current (which does not

require any communication messaging), no other control signals change in fig. 3.9c,

which is consistent with the absence of communication network activity observed in fig.

3.9d. Because the CB cannot initiate the FLISR application, clearly nothing happens,

and none of the loads are restored in 3.9b.

In fig. 3.10, the FLISR application is being tested for a fault occurring at Load 1 while

there is a communication failure between the CB and Tie Switch. One can see that
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the communication link failure between the CB and the Tie Switch results in a partial

failure of the FLISR application as expected. Despite the control signals of Switches 1

and 2 working properly in fig. 3.10c, the Tie Switch fails to close due to communication

failure, which is consistent with the communication network activity observed in fig.

3.10d. Because the Tie Switch never hears the actuation command sent by the CB, the

Tie Switch never closes to connect Loads 2 and 3 to the backup feeder, and thus none

of the loads are restored in 3.10b.

In fig. 3.11, the FLISR application is being tested for a fault occurring at Load 2

while there is a communication failure between Switches A/B and the Tie Switch. One

can see that the communication link failure between Switches A and B and the Tie

Switch results in a partial failure of the FLISR application as expected. Despite the

control signals of Switches 1 and 2 working properly in fig. 3.11c, the Tie Switch fails to
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close due to communication failure, which is consistent with the communication network

activity observed in fig. 3.11d. Because the Tie Switch never hears the acknowledgement

messages sent by Switches A and B, the Tie Switch never closes to connect Load 3 to

the backup feeder, and thus only Load 1 is restored in 3.11b.

For further simulation testing, fig. 3.12 plots the signal to interference plus noise ratio

(SINR) as a function of antenna gain (for transmission and reception) for the D2D

connections established between the feeder breaker (CB) and the smart switches. As

per fig. 3.4, Switch A is closest to the CB, followed by Switch B, then the Tie Switch.

This spatial distribution of the smart grid devices is thus consistent with the data in

fig. 3.12, as higher SINRs are achieved using the same antenna gain for communication

links that are closer together. Moreover, the SINR values at which the messages start
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being lost are similar to those that correspond to a rise in block-error ratio observed in

the example sidelink throughput conformance testing script created by Mathworks [87].

FLISR applications in general require very little communication resources on the data

plane, as their message sizes can be made on the order of hundreds of bytes or lower,

and are infrequently transmitted. Thus, the test results presented in this paper do not

investigate scenarios of high network congestion. However, for analyzing the impacts

of using different LTE cellular resource allocation algorithms on the packet drop rates

observed in larger scale networks that push the network into high congestion scenarios,

one can refer to the results of Chapter 4 of this thesis.

In summary, this chapter introduced a way to combine existing simulation software pack-

ages available in the Matlab/Simulink environment to create a self-contained LTE D2D
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Figure 3.12: SINR plotted as a function of antenna gain for the D2D connections
established between the feeder breaker (CB) and the smart switches.

enabled smart grid simulator with detailed ICT and power system dynamics alike. A

discrete-event simulation based interface was mathematically characterized and imple-

mented to facilitate our simulation. The simulator was tested by using it to simulate a

FLISR application on a simple loop feeder for various fault locations and communication

failure scenarios.



Chapter 4

High Reliability Q-Learning

Scheduling for D2D Microgrid

Communications

4.1 Introduction

To make smart grid solutions economically feasible, there is interest in implementing

mobile wireless communication technology, i.e. Fourth Generation Long Term Evolution

(4G LTE) and in the coming years Fifth Generation New Radio (5G NR) to establish a

network of communication links over a distribution system with minimal investment in

physical infrastructure [1–3]. Nevertheless, the data transfer delay (latency) in existing

mobile communication technology is not guaranteed to be satisfactory for latency-critical

smart grid services (e.g. synchrophasor applications), and addressing this problem is an

ongoing area of research [3–5].

Device-to-Device (D2D) communication is a promising means to improve communication

performance at a neighbourhood area network scale by allowing direct data exchange

between users, which in certain transmission modes can be controlled directly by such

users [6, 7]. Moreover, such transmission modes also have the benefit of being usable

even when devices are not within the coverage of a cell tower. Among the transmis-

sion modes that allow users to self-allocate resources are Transmission Mode 2 (TM-2)

introduced in LTE Release 12, and TM-4 introduced in LTE Release 14. TM-2 was orig-

inally designed for public safety applications and prioritized prolonging battery life [24],

but requires that D2D agents self-allocate cellular resources in a random manner and

thus is not currently suitable for high reliability and low latency communications. On

the other hand, TM-4 was designed for high reliability and low latency communication

72
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in addition to being able to manage fast-moving devices to facilitate vehicle-to-vehicle

(V2V) communications, but disregards battery life considerations [24]. As such, neither

transmission mode has been designed as an optimal smart grid communications solution.

It can be argued that based on the communication requirements of smart grid appli-

cations, some combination of elements from both transmission modes would be best.

We propose that the resource allocation mechanism of TM-2 be upgraded to meet the

quality of service (QoS) requirements of smart grid applications in order to have a less

complex and more power-efficient solution to D2D-enabled smart grid communications

than TM-4.

A critical issue with TM-2 that impedes its communication performance is how it ran-

domly self-allocates cellular resources, which leads to high packet drop rates (PDR),

making it inadequate for certain smart grid applications sensitive to information losses.

For example, a typical frequency stability synchrophasor application is sensitive to mes-

sage failure rates exceeding 0.33% based off data loss sensitivity metrics published by

the North American Synchrophasor Institute [25]. To address this problem, a multi-

agent high-reliability Q-learning (HRQ) resource allocation scheme is introduced in this

chapter to replace the random allocation mechanism. Naturally, HRQ is powered by

Q-learning, which is a decision-making algorithm that considers the situation it is in,

and chooses the best action to take based on past experience. Formally, that which takes

the action is referred to as the “agent”, and this agent interacts with its “environment”

by taking “actions”. The agent’s situation is considered the “state” of the environment,

and there are a finite set of actions that can be taken in any given state. The best

action for a given state is the one with the largest expected “reward” associated with it,

which is based on an action’s influence on the environment [26]. HRQ divides the LTE

resource grid into orthogonal partitions of resources from which a scheduling agent can

select, and the agent is rewarded or penalized depending on whether or not it takes the

same scheduling action as one or more other agent(s).

Concerning existing works on distributed resource allocation algorithms, few integrate

the specifications of the LTE D2D TM-2 standard into their solution. Seemingly only

Shih et al. [43] does so, offering a resource allocation algorithm to reduce packet drop

rates. HRQ alternatively does not require randomly altering the operation of the D2D

transmitter at the physical layer to sense control channel messages of other transmitting

nodes in order to function. Moreover, because Shih et al. rely on being able to locally

sense the interference of other D2D transmitters in the network, their approach is sus-

ceptible to the classic “hidden terminal problem” faced by wireless local area networks.

Other works either do not take into account the need to be implementable under LTE

protocol architecture [79], have a centralized allocation scheme that is not applicable in

out of coverage scenarios [45, 88], or focus instead on using D2D communications for
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frequency reuse in order to boost channel throughput instead of minimizing PDR for

the D2D nodes [42, 44, 54, 55, 89–91].

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents the system and traffic

models, as well as the problem formulation. In Sections 4.3 and 4.4, the HRQ and LTE

random resource allocation schemes are presented respectively. Section 4.5 contains the

simulation results that show how the HRQ-enabled agents can achieve orthogonal self-

organization of resources, causing lower latency and zero packet drop rate for low to

moderate network traffic.

4.2 System Model

4.2.1 Microgrid Communication Network Model

Fig. 4.1 was produced by Medhat Elsayed, published in our work [92]. Fig. 4.1a visual-

izes the communication network topology modeled in this study. A set ℵ of D2D nodes

is considered where each D2D node is i ∈ ℵ. A subset of D2D nodes < ⊂ ℵ represent mi-

crogrid devices that have certain quality of service requirements. In addition, a set = of

auxiliary D2D nodes, where = ⊂ ℵ are considered in order to overload the network with

traffic and assess the performance of our algorithm. This auxiliary traffic is stochastic

with message generation rates following a Poisson process, and message payloads are

generated with exponential random variables. Cellular nodes are not included in the

model, and instead an out of network coverage scenario is considered. However, inter-

ference among D2D nodes remains due to the distributed and uncooperative resource

allocation process.

Fig. 4.1b-d depicts the data plane architecture of the LTE TM-2 standard used in this

study. As can be seen in fig. 4.1b and fig. 4.1d, the lowest 3 layers of the LTE protocol

stack has been modeled. The radio link control (RLC) entities of the D2D devices have

been modeled to operate in unacknowledged mode as per TM-2 specifications [36]. At the

physical layer, TM-2 D2D communication channels, i.e. sidelink channels, are organized

into repeating segments of the LTE resource grid known as scheduling access periods

(fig. 4.1c). It should be noted that a “scheduling access period” is the exact same thing

as a “PSCCH period” as it was described in Chapter 2. For a lengthy description of the

implementation and joint ICT-power system dynamics of our network model, consult

Chapter 3.

The scheduling access period architecture is further partitioned into a sidelink control

channel, and a sidelink data channel. The sidelink control channel precedes the sidelink
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Figure 4.1: Network model of 3GPP LTE-compliant Release-12 D2D TM-2 commu-
nication. Concerning the acronyms in this figure, MAC is medium access control, PHY
is physical, SDU is service data unit, PDU is protocol data unit, CQI is channel quality
indicator, RBGs is resource block groups, MCS is modulation and coding scheme, tx is

transmission, and rx is reception.

data channel in time, and D2D nodes make scheduling decisions once per scheduling

access period, encoding a sidelink control information (SCI) message that the receiver

can use to determine which resources to listen to in the upcoming sidelink data channel.

The physical sidelink control channel, or PSCCH, is two subframes long. Two copies

of SCI messages are transmitted whenever a D2D node transmits information, one on

each subframe of the PSCCH. The physical resource blocks used for both SCI messages

are chosen randomly to minimize chances of interference. Moreover, SCI messages are

always sent at the most robust modulation and coding scheme that the LTE standard has

available, i.e. QPSK with the largest amount of coding redundancy available. However,

for this study, the focus is to observe the impact of how our resource allocation algorithm

that controls the data channel resources has on the QoS of smart grid applications.

Improving the allocation of control plane resources is not in the scope of the thesis, and

as such, due to the small amount resources that the SCI messages occupy; the fact that

they are transmitted twice; and that they always adhere to a very robust MCS, it is

assumed that SCI messages are always successfully received by the D2D receivers.
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Table 4.1: D2D Traffic Settings and QoS Requirements.

D2D Inter-arrival Packet Max latency Max
application time [ms] size [b] [ms] PDR [%]

DR 20 2000 500-minutes 1-9
Solar 20 1120 300-2000 0
PMU 16 592 50 0.33
Auxiliary 20 2000 N/A N/A

4.2.2 Traffic Model of the Microgrid Applications

As presented in Table 4.1, the traffic characteristics of three different microgrid applica-

tions, namely demand response, solar generation forecasting, and phasor management

unit (PMU) communications have been modeled. This table also includes some typical

QoS requirements that could be expected for the aforementioned application archetypes.

For the solar panel and demand response traffic, all parameters except their tolerable

PDRs were derived based on the communication requirements specified by the US De-

partment of Energy [4, 93]. For DR applications, it is assumed that 1-9% PDR is

manageable based on Kong’s analysis of dynamic pricing applications [94]. For dis-

tributed energy resource generation forecasting communication, it has been assumed

that PDR should be close to 0 [95]. Concerning the PMU traffic model, Table 4.1 was

populated using the PMU applications requirements published by the North American

SynchroPhasor Institute (NAPSI) [25] in addition to the IEEE C37.118.2 standard for

PMU-generated synchrophasor data transmission [96, 97].

4.2.3 Problem Formulation

The proposed solution aims to reduce the PDR of the D2D smart grid devices by per-

forming efficient resource allocation in time and frequency. To improve reliability, signal-

to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR) is used, where improving SINR improves the

probability of successfully decoding the transmitted packets. SINR is formulated as

follows:

γu,k =
bu,k pu,k hu,k

ωk N0 +
∑
m∈I

bm,k pm,k hm,k
, (4.1)

where γu,k is SINR of uth D2D pair, and I is the set of interfering D2D pairs, i.e. the D2D

pairs that use same resource blocks as transmitting uth D2D pair. For the remaining

terms, bu,k is allocation indicator of uth D2D pair; pu,k is the transmit power of the uth

D2D pair on the kth resource block; hu,k is the channel coefficient of kth resource block;

ωk is bandwidth of kth resource block; N0 is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)

single-sided power spectral density; bm,k is allocation indicator of mth D2D interfering
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Figure 4.2: Diagram of power system modeled in the integrated simulator.

pair; pm,k is transmit power of interfering mth pair; and hm,k is the channel coefficient

of mth interfering pair. Here, the optimization problem aims to maximize the aggregate

SINR of smart grid D2D pairs as follows:

max
bu,k

N∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

γu,k, (4.2)

where N is the number of D2D pairs within the network, and K is the total number

of resource blocks available. It should be noted that the objective function is solved

subject to fixed power transmission. Moreover, the effects of device mobility are assumed

negligible due to the assumption that the D2D nodes are stationary smart grid devices.

4.2.4 Demand Response Enabled Power System Model

Smart grids are a combination of two sophisticated systems, namely a traditional power

system and a communications network. To test the HRQ algorithm’s impact on the

performance of the communication network in relation to the LTE standard, it is only

necessary to model the data traffic of the smart grid applications considered in this study.

However, the demand response (DR) application was modeled on the power systems side

as well in order to witness the impacts of communication system performance on the

power system dynamics of a DR-enabled microgrid. The power system environment

within which this application is being simulated can be visualized in fig. 4.2 [87]. The

details of the simulation environment is provided in Section 4.5. In the model, if the

power flow through a transformer crosses a certain threshold level Plimit, a “demand

response event” is initiated. If such an event happens, the smart meter continuously

recalculates the minimum demand reductions required to keep the power consumption
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from exceeding Plimit, and sends messages to the households containing new power

reduction requests. Also, households were set to reduce their power consumption to a

constant “base comfort” level as long as the price of electricity surpasses a particular

value Cmax. It is assumed that households have instantaneous control over their power

consumption.

4.3 High-Reliability Q-Learning (HRQ) Scheme

HRQ is a multi-agent distributed Q-Learning algorithm performed by each D2D trans-

mitter to efficiently allocate resource blocks every scheduling access period for reliability

maximization. Before characterizing HRQ, two subsections derive the applicability of

our chosen Q-Learning methodology. In the first subsection, the problem formulation in

Section 4.2.3 is recast as maximizing the long-term return of a Markov Decision Process,

thus making it possible to apply reinforcement learning algorithm to our problem. In

the second subsection, the most important “dimensions” of reinforcement learning are

explained and used as a lens through which to observe the various available methodolo-

gies and select the one appropriate to the current problem. The notion of reinforcement

learning dimensions used in this thesis is consistent with the works of Sutton et al. [98],

which developed this intellectual framework to provide means to having a more timeless

and robust understanding of reinforcement learning principles that are not defined in

terms of specific methods. Aside from justifying both the use of reinforcement learning

and the Q-Learning algorithm in particular for this problem, these two subsections also

provide essential background knowledge on reinforcement learning.

4.3.1 Observing Optimization Problem from a Reinforcement Learn-

ing Perspective

Ultimately, reinforcement learning methods all assume that the problem they are trying

to solve is maximizing the return of a Markov Decision Process (MDP). A MDP specifies

the dynamics of an agent interacting with an environment characterized by a state s ∈ S
with an action a ∈ A that results in receiving a reward r ∈ R. The state and action sets

can be created in any way that makes sense for the specific MDP under consideration.

In contrast, the reward set is always a set of scalar values as per the Reward Hypothesis

[98]. In addition to reward generation, the environment-agent interactions result in the

environment transitioning to a new state s′ ∈ S; this new state may be the same as the

previous state. This process is sequential in nature, and understanding the sequencing

dynamics of the process is crucial to understanding any reinforcement learning algorithm.
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Figure 4.3: Visualization of MDP sequence dynamics.

Fig. 4.3 shows that starting at time t, the environment is in state st, and action at is

taken. Only at time step t+ 1 is the reward rt+1 induced by action at while in state st

received. This reward is known once the environment has transitioned to st+1.

Given the state of the environment, the sets of feasible actions in addition to their

expected rewards are subject to change. As alluded to when mentioning expected reward,

it is common for the reward for taking a particular action in a certain state to be non-

deterministic. Thus, if a state is revisited in the MDP and the same action is taken as

before, depending on the nature of the environment, the agent may not receive the same

reward as last time. Moreover, it also may very well be that the same action does not

result in the environment transitioning to the same state. Consequentially, as defined

in Sutton et al. [98], the environment of a MDP is characterized by a joint probability

distribution p(s′, r|s, a) of next state, immediate reward pairs (s′, r) conditioned on the

current state-action pair under consideration. Note that we characterized the MDP’s

environment dynamics so that they are only based on the current state of the MDP

and the next action to be taken. As a consequence, the visitation of past states has no

impact on what will happen beyond the current state. This characteristic is known as

the Markov Property [98], and in order to formulate a problem as an MDP, the state

space must be such that any s ∈ S contains all information required to determine state

transition dynamics.

To successfully manage a MDP, one is challenged with developing an action selection

policy π(a|s) that maximizes the long term “return” received by an agent. Note that

“return” is a function of the rewards received over the course of the MDP, and is generally
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not the same as a single reward received at any given point in time. How the return

is defined depends on the dimensions of the reinforcement learning problem. As an

example, consider a MDP that starts at some state s, and comes to an end after 5 state

transitions. This is an example of an “episodic” MDP, where there is a definitive end

to the process, opposed to the process continuing indefinitely. In this case, the “return”

associated with state s is commonly defined as the sum of expected rewards received

after all state transitions (so 5 total reward values for this example) of the episode.

Since the policy π(a|s) influences the actions that will be taken for a given state, and

since these chosen actions then influence the rewards obtained throughout the MDP,

the expected return associated with a given state depends on the characterization of

π(a|s). π(a|s) is characterized as the distribution for choosing any given action a that

is conditioned on state s.

From these ideas, the “value function” vπ(s) can now be introduced, which is a function

of state that outputs the expected return of a given state assuming that some policy

π(s|a) is followed in all future decisions made by the agent in the MDP. When vπ(s)

is defined in this way, it can be expressed recursively, i.e. the expected return of the

current state can be expressed in terms of the expected reward to be gained from the

next state transition plus the expected output of the value function evaluated at the

next state. When written recursively, one obtains the Bellman equation for the value

function, which is presented in Sutton et al. [98] as

vπ(s) =
∑
a∈A

π(a|s)
∑

s′∈S,r∈R
p(s′, r|s, a)[r + γvπ(s′)], ∀ s ∈ S. (4.3)

The γ term is a discount factor used to generalize the equation so that it can handle

defining return in a way that wants to devalue expected rewards received the further

into the future they are. If less than one, then the value of future states is scaled down

accordingly. Note if vπ(s′) is replaced by its own Bellman equation, then another γ

is injected into the equation overall, making the reward two steps ahead get scaled by

γ, while the “vπ(s′′)” term is scaled by the square of γ. This process can be done

indefinitely. As a matter of opinion, the common way of expressing the reward term

in the Bellman equation is rather misleading. It is confusing to not have any notation

indicating which time step the reward term is associated with. Since s and s′ denote

the state of the environment at the current and next time steps respectively, it naturally

leads the reader of the equation to believe that r is associated with the current time

state, when in reality it is produced at the next time state.

Return values can also be assigned to state-action pairs, and a function similar to vπ(s)

can be defined, namely the “action-value function” qπ(s, a). A Bellman equation also
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exists for the action-value function. The Bellman equation representation of value and

action-value functions are important to the process of finding the actual values of such

functions, as one can either solve them through policy iteration techniques, or if the size

of the state-action space sufficiently small, it may be even possible to solve a system

of linear equations for all state values [98]. Once the (action)-value function is known

for a given policy, it provides a figure of merit with which we can evaluate how good

that policy is relative to other policies. Moreover, new strictly superior policies can be

built using the valuation of old policies. For more details on this, consult the sections

of Sutton et al. on “General Policy Iteration”.

To complete the idea of the MDP, one must have a quantitative description of the

optimal behaviour of an agent interacting with its environment. The Bellman optimality

equation for q∗(s, a) provides this [98]:

q∗(s, a) =
∑

s′∈S,r∈R
p(s′, r|s, a)[r + γ max

a′
q∗(s

′, a′)], (4.4)

where

q∗(s, a) = max
π

qπ(s, a), ∀ s ∈ S, a ∈ A. (4.5)

Equation 4.5 expresses the ideal objective of the agent in a MDP, namely to produce

a policy π(a|s) that optimizes the action values for every state action pair. Equation

4.4 is a recursive form of 4.5, and is foundational to developing methods to find optimal

policies in practice.

Now that the architecture of a MDP has been established, it can be shown how the

resource allocation problem specified in 4.2.3 can be recast as a MDP, and thus a rein-

forcement learning problem. Resource allocation is merely a sequential decision making

process based on the current state of the network, where each action taken is the allo-

cation of time and frequency resources for a device to transmit data with. The resource

allocation mechanism is the agent, and the cellular network is the environment. After

each resource allocation action is taken, the state of the environment changes, and the

resultant QoS performance of the network can be transformed into a scalar reward value.

In our case, we care about maximising SINR, so the reward would be proportional to the

SINR achieved. If the state of the agent is defined as the current QoS performance of the

network, the agent has all information that will influence what the next action will result

in concerning next state and reward. In other words, the QoS of the network in the past

has no bearing on what the current QoS is, nor the decision that must be made to either
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maintain or improve it. As a consequence, our resource allocation problem if presented

in this way obeys the Markov Property, and is thus a valid MDP. Finally, since we can

construct a valid MDP, we now have access to reinforcement learning methods to solve

our original problem. In the next subsection, we will traverse the salient dimensions of

the reinforcement learning problem space to arrive at the method chosen for this paper,

namely a particular flavour of Q-Learning.

4.3.2 Choosing an Appropriate Reinforcement Learning Algorithm

To determine which reinforcement learning method is appropriate to apply to our MDP,

we must analyze the various “dimensions”, or characteristics of the reinforcement learn-

ing problem we are faced with. The most relevant reinforcement learning dimensions

that will be considered in this analysis are the following:

• Existence of Model of Environment: Whether or not one has access to the

p(s′, r|s, a) probability distribution of the environment determines if it is possible

to use Dynamic Programming methods that involve using the Bellman equations

directly to find optimal policies [98]. Although Dynamic Programming is per-

haps the most mathematically grounded approach to finding an optimal policy,

it is seldom used in practice, as it is rare to have the transition dynamics of the

environment available. In our case, we indeed do not have access to a model of

the environment, which eliminates the possibility of using Dynamic Programming.

Fortunately, there are many alternative methods that can be used that do not

require a model of the environment, and instead learn the values of states and

actions by interacting with the environment. Using this trial and error approach

is analogous to sampling p(s′, r|s, a) at every time step, so the sample mean of the

environment dynamics will be the same as p(s′, r|s, a). After the agent interacts

many times with the environment, reliable estimates of the value of policies used

can be attained.

• Real Experience Vs. Simulated Experience: Another dimension that exists

when sampling experience from the environment is whether or not a simulator is

used to recreate the environment the agent is acting in. In our case, deploying a

remote smart grid network to test our algorithm is not feasible due to both cost

and time constraints, so a simulation must be used. When simulators are used

in lieu of reality, the policy learned with simulated experience may not translate

perfectly when transferred into the real world. The extent to which the simulated

learning can be redeployed in reality depends on the level of fidelity of the simula-

tor, i.e. how realistic it is. It is for this reason that considerable effort was taken
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in Chapter 3 of this thesis to develop a high fidelity simulation environment of a

D2D communications enabled smart grid. Unlike most communication network

simulators, ours captures LTE-compliant communication dynamics down to the

physical layer, so it is believed that the simulated experience using our simulator

would have minimal issues if applied to a real smart grid.

• Depth of Update and Width of Update: There are many ways to update

the valuation of a given state or state-action pair of a MDP. The “depth” and

“width” dimensions help describe any given value update strategy. The depth

of an update corresponds to how many future state values after the state it is

updating are considered by the agent while updating its value. For example, an

approach that is trying to iteratively solve equation 4.3 as it is written would be

a low-depth approach to update vπ(s). However, an approach that implements

recursion and re-injects equation 4.3 into itself to replace vπ(s) with a Bellman

term containing vπ(s′′) is considered to be one step “deeper” than the previous

approach. The width of an update is simpler to describe; a value update is wide if

it considers all possible (s′, r) outcomes weighted by their respective probabilities,

for each possible action that the policy may allow in the state being valuated.

This is the case in equation 4.3. However, a wide update strategy is only possible

if a model of the environment is known. If sample experience is used, like in

our case, then only one possible outcome will be reflected in each value update.

Regarding depth, our problem is believed to desire a low depth update. The main

reason for this is related to speed of convergence; low depth temporal difference

based methods have been observed to have lower variance value update trajectories

compared to high depth Monte-Carlo based methods, which usually corresponds

to faster convergence to a stable value estimate/policy [98]. This is desired in most

online learning settings such as this one, since it is clearly desired for the agent

to start performing adequately as soon as possible. Thus, the method that would

be appropriate for our problem would have both low width and low depth, which

points to a single bootstrapped return temporal difference based online learning

method.

• Agent Planning: A common strategy in reinforcement learning to make the most

use out of experience obtained from the environment is to have the agent execute a

“planning” step in between each interaction with the environment, where the agent

updates its state-action values and/or policy based on some model of the environ-

ment. We have already established that pre-existing model of our environment is

not available, however it is still possible for an agent without access to p(s′, r|s, a)

to learn a model of the environment through experience. The most common way

of doing this is to save the experienced state transitions and reward values that
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were generated by the actions taken by the agent. Then in the planning step, these

saved (s′, r, s, a) tuples are sampled according to some sampling strategy, and used

to update the agent’s state-action values and/or policy. Nonetheless, a planning

step was not used in this problem due to the highly non-stationary communication

network environment. It is believed that past experience in this problem becomes

obsolete very quickly due to the ever-changing configuration of the network, both

in regards to the traffic characteristics of an individual node, as well as the very

number of nodes active in the network at any given point in time. It is also because

of this reason that an aggressive learning rate is used in the Q-Learning algorithm.

• Continuous or Episodic: An episodic task is one where there is a distinct end,

or “terminal state” inherent to the MDP, such as a game ending in a win or loss.

Conversely, a continuing task runs indefinitely. Our problem is a continuing task.

In order to have finite return values for continuing tasks, one can introduce discount

factors to the values of future states, or use “differential returns”, which are returns

that are relative to the average reward associated with a state under a particular

policy. Differential returns do not go to infinity because it is equally likely for

a differential return to be positive or negative. We decided to use a discounted

return due to the non-stationarity of the communication network environment;

there is definitely no value in looking infinitely far into the future like differential

returns do, as the policy being learned for the present network configuration will

need to adapt in response to changes in the network. It should also be noted that

since our problem is continuous, it makes methods designed for episodic tasks such

as Monte-Carlo based methods not applicable. Thus, this dimension also points

us in the direction of temporal difference based methods.

• On or Off Policy Learning: Another key decision that must be made in the

reinforcement learning algorithm design process is whether or not the policy your

using to explore the environment is the one that is being valuated by the algorithm.

For example, if an “on-policy” approach used an epsilon greedy policy (where

with probability (1 − ε) the action with the highest expected value is chosen) to

choose the actions the agent is taking in the environment, then the update rule of

the algorithm must also assume subsequent actions taken by the agent will also

adhere to an epsilon greedy policy. Conversely, this does not need to be true for an

“off-policy” approach. An off-policy approach is free to choose any policy desired

to explore the environment in order to learn the values of a completely different

policy.

Mission critical smart grid applications will rely on our prospective resource allo-

cation algorithm to offer reliable delivery of information, implying that a reliable,

deterministic policy is ideal to obtain through learning. In other words, we would
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not want the resource allocation algorithm to suddenly take a poor random action

in the middle of an important smart grid control process. However, the agent

must start with a non-deterministic policy in order to explore the state-action

space to come up with a deterministic policy. This problem can be easily solved

with an off-policy learning approach; in the first few moments of the algorithm,

the agent explores with a stochastic policy such as epsilon greedy, but updates

the state-action values of the MDP according a deterministic policy, then when a

sufficient amount of exploratory actions have been taken, the action can switch to

the deterministic policy that is greedy with respect to the action values learned.

• Value Function Approximation: In our resource allocation problem, we have

initially assumed that only a moderate number (less than 12) communication nodes

will be active at a time in the D2D network, which is not unreasonable in for the

remote community setting we are targeting. As such, we will be partitioning our

action space into 12 discrete selections of different orthogonal regions of the LTE

resource grid every scheduling access period. Moreover, our state space, which

provides an indication of the current channel quality of an agent, has been made

small as well. Only two distinct states are defined, one where ideal CQI is achieved,

and another where it is not. As will be seen in the results, this simple state-action

space was sufficient to achieve an effective distributed self organization of cellular

resources among users. Nonetheless, the natural question that arises from this is

how scalable is our HRQ algorithm. With such a small state-action space, the

time to completely explore the state-action space is rather short, but what if we

wanted to deploy this in a larger D2D network? In this case, we would need a

more flexible state action space, where it would become feasible for tens, perhaps

hundreds of devices to communicate at once. This would imply that the number

of disjoint resource groups that can be chosen amongst users would have to grow

to at least the size of the users in the network.

One option would be able to continuously increase the size of the state-action table,

but after a certain point, exploration of all possibilities would become infeasible.

At a certain scale of network, it would become a necessity to replace the tabular

based method used in this thesis with a function approximation method. Instead of

learning the value of each state-action pair separately, the agent can instead learn

a smaller set of function parameters that transforms the state action space into

a new representation that can generalize across different states and actions. This

generalization reduces the need for exhaustive exploration of all possibilities, as the

function can provide value estimates for states that it has not seen before. This is

because the function’s parameters get tuned by similar previously visited states to

generate a reasonable output for those that have never been explicitly experienced.
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In fact, this approach is especially useful when there are infinite state possibilities,

as is the case when the state variables are continuous. A popular version of value

function approximation is deep reinforcement learning, where the state is input

into a neural network, which through nonlinear regression, estimates the value

of each action an agent can take; each node in the output layer represents the

estimated value of a different action. However, if the dimensionality of the state

space is small, linear function approximation methods like tile coding are simpler

yet effective options as well.

As a summary of the analysis performed by considering the various dimensions funda-

mental to every reinforcement learning problem, it has become apparent that a tabular,

model free, off-policy, temporal difference based learning algorithm is suitable for the

scope and nature of the problem we are trying to solve. This leaves us with two popular

reinforcement learning methods as options, namely Expected SARSA and Q-Learning.

Q-Learning updates its action values by computing the Bellman optimality equation di-

rectly using estimates of the next-state’s action values to approximate some of its terms

[98]:

Q(St, At)← Q(St, At) + α [Rt+1 + γ max
a

Q(St+1, a)−Q(St, At)]. (4.6)

The terms α and γ are scalar learning rates and discount factors respectively. St and

At are the state and actions experienced by the agent at time t. St+1 and Rt+1 are the

observed next state and reward that resulted from the previous state-action pair.

Expected SARSA is a generalization of Q-Learning, where instead of having learn the

greedy policy’s action values, the temporal difference update’s target value is generated

by the sum of all possible next-state action values weighted by the probability of any

given policy [98]:

Q(St, At)← Q(St, At) + α [Rt+1 + γ
∑
a

π(a|St+1)Q(St+1, a)−Q(St, At)]. (4.7)

Expected SARSA allows one to learn the value of an “epsilon-soft” policy, for example

one based on a softmax function of the set of action values. This makes Expected SARSA

capable of finding the value of a stochastic policy. However, in this work, we are not

interested in learning a stochastic policy, as we are interested in finding a deterministic

policy that can reliably offer high QoS to the nodes in the cellular network. Moreover,

Expected SARSA is more computationally expensive than Q-Learning (when they are
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not the same thing), as it must compute a weighted average of all possible next-state

action values. As such, Q-Learning was the reinforcement learning algorithm chosen for

this problem. The next subsection characterizes the details of the Q-Learning tuple used

for HRQ.

4.3.3 On Other Machine Learning Alternatives to Reinforcement Learn-

ing

One may pose the question that asks why, among machine learning algorithms, should

we choose reinforcement learning to implement our solution. Reinforcement learning

methods are particularly apt to navigating sequential decision making processes where

it must influence a stochastic, potentially non-stationary environment to gain favourable

returns, which is exactly the same problem that a distributed cellular resource allocation

strategy faces.

Supervised learning methods, say recurrent neural networks, could also potentially be

used to map input historical time series data related to the evolution of network state to

some new resource allocation action to be taken in the next time step. However, to train

such algorithms, it requires extensive data sets with labeled “correct actions” to make

given the input time series data. Due to the non-stationarity of the cellular network,

what the “correct action” is for a given state is likely to change as time goes on, making

training neural networks or other supervised learning constructs before the environment

changes difficult. Another alternative is the use of genetic algorithms to make resource

allocation decisions, which is a heuristic approach already thoroughly explored in the

literature [99–101].

4.3.4 HRQ Characterization

HRQ models reliability in terms of SINR of D2D devices as per equation (4.1), as low

SINR is a root cause of PDR. In particular, efficient resource block allocation allows

devices to select disjoint actions, i.e. distinct resource blocks, which lessens interference

and increases SINR. As such, improving SINR increases the probability of successfully

decoded packets which achieves higher reliability. Besides reliability, interference miti-

gation enables devices to transmit on channels of higher quality that lead to allocation of

higher transport block size (TBS). As such, large packets are less prone to segmentation

at the radio link control layer, leading to reduced latency. It should be noted that this

algorithm manages the allocation of resource blocks, i.e. physical spectrum, and is not

designed to manage transmitter power settings.
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In HRQ, we address the reliability by formulating the Q-Learning tuple as follows:

• Agents: D2D transmitting nodes.

• States: Channel quality is used to represent HRQ states, where CQIideal is defined

as the best channel quality that drives devices to allocate disjoint resources, hence

achieving highest reliability.

• Actions: HRQ performs actions that manifest as the selection of cellular re-

sources in time and frequency every scheduling access period. To minimize the

action space, contiguous sets of subframes and resource blocks are aggregated to

form larger (but still orthogonal) sets of resources that agents can select as their

scheduling decision. In frequency, every four contiguous resource blocks are com-

bined to form a “resource block group”, whereas in time, the pool is partitioned

into two 16 subframe intervals. The network model was set to a 5 MHz bandwidth

and 40 ms scheduling access period, which consists of 25 resource blocks and 32

subframes for data transmission. Under such conditions, 12 actions populate the

action space.

• Reward function: The reward is defined as follows:

τu =

−1 CQIu < CQIideal,

1 otherwise,
(4.8)

where τu is the reward of uth D2D pair, CQIu is the channel quality of uth D2D

pair, and CQIideal is the ideal channel quality. The rationale behind the reward

function is to reward the agent when achieving the ideal QoS, i.e. ideal channel

quality, whereas it penalizes the agent otherwise. The reward and punishment

values are of equal magnitude for two main reasons. The first reason is that

it makes the Q values easier to interpret; when the magnitudes of reward and

punishment are equal, positive Q values automatically indicate that the action is

more often successful in achieving ideal QoS, and vice versa. The second reason is

that unequal magnitudes would result in asynchronous adaptation speeds of the

Q values in the TD process. As an extreme example to illustrate the point, say

one rewards the agent 1000 units should they find an action that achieves ideal

QoS, and -1 units otherwise. Should the agent receive the 1000 unit reward for an

action, and then have the environment change where the action is now no longer

a good one to take, it will take a long time for the agent to learn that things

have changed, as the new rewards of -1 would take many time steps to influence

the Q value that had been updated with a value of 1000. Setting the reward and
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punishment values to be equal magnitude should assure a minimal number of TD

updates no matter how the true action values change.

• Q-value update: The Q-values are updated according to the temporal difference

(TD) equation [26]:

Q(Su, au) = Q(Su, au) + α[τu + γ max
a∈Au

Q(S
′
u, a)−Q(Su, au)], (4.9)

where α is a learning rate, γ is a discount factor, Au is the action-space of uth

D2D pair, and Q(S
′
u,Au) are the Q-values at next state S

′
u and all actions Au.

The new action a
′
u is selected based on a modified version of ε-greedy approach:

a′u =


random ε,

random(arg max
a∈Au

Q(S
′
u, a)) 1− ε,

(4.10)

where ε is the exploration probability. The modified ε-greedy accounts for situ-

ations where multiple state-action pairs are tried for having the largest Q-value

during exploitation iterations. Thus, during the exploitation phase, the scheduler

chooses among the set of actions with the highest Q-value at random instead of

the conventional approach of selecting the first Q value in the list returned by a

max function.

Algorithm 1 presents the steps of HRQ. TM-2 currently has no means to feed back

channel quality metrics to the transmitters, but a new sidelink control information mes-

sage that can be sent by the receiver back to the sender would be a simple solution to

this. The algorithm terminates after T scheduling access periods.

This study compares the performance of the proposed HRQ scheduling algorithm to

that of the allocation scheme prescribed by the LTE standard for D2D communication

operating in TM-2 [102].

4.4 LTE Random Resource Allocation Algorithm and Sim-

ulation Implementation Details

4.4.1 Baseline Algorithm: LTE Random Allocation

TS 36.321 Release 12 Section 5.14.1.1 specifies to randomly select the time and frequency

resources for sidelink shared channel (SL-SCH) and sidelink control information of a
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Algorithm 1 HRQ

1: Initialization: Q-table ← 0, α, γ, and ε.
2: for scheduling access period t = 1 to T do
3: Step 1: Update channel quality value based on the last transmission.

4: Step 2: Compute the reward τu and observe the new state S
′
u due to last action

execution.
5: Step 3: Update the Q-value as in (4.9).

6: Step 4: Transit to next state S
′
u.

7: Step 5: Select the next action a′u based on modified ε-greedy policy as in (4.10).
8: If Exploitation and tie then
9: Select action Randomly

10: End If
11: end for

sidelink grant from the resource pool configured by upper layers with equal probability

[102]. This specification is implemented as Algorithm 2 in our simulator.

Conceptually, the scheduling algorithm calculates how much data is queued in the de-

vice’s transmission buffer, and then determines all feasible combinations of Itrp (time

resource pattern index) and RIV (Resource Indication Value) sidelink control informa-

tion scheduling parameters that correspond to the smallest amount of bandwidth capable

of sending all the existing data queued over the course of the next scheduling access pe-

riod. Finally, the scheduler randomly selects among all feasible scheduling options that

were found this way with equal probability.

The variables of Algorithm 2 have been defined as follows:

• TBSdesired: The TBS that would result in the scheduler being able to clear the

data buffer of the agent over the course of the next scheduling access period. It

should be noted that any data that arrives after the scheduling decision must wait

until the next scheduling decision in order to be allocated resources.

• nprbMax: The largest number of PRBs a scheduler can self-allocate given the

bandwidth of the scheduling access period. In this study, a 5MHz scheduling

access period was used, so nprbMax was set to 25 PRBs.

• ITBS : An index that maps a particular Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS)

to a row in an LTE lookup table (for example TS 36.213 Release V12.5.0 Section

7.1.7.2 Table 7.1.7.2.1-1) that ultimately yields TBS values for given combinations

of MCS settings and the number of PRBs being used to map the TB to the resource

grid.
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• nTBs: A feasible number of transport blocks that can be sent by an agent over

the course of a scheduling access period. For the given network configuration in

this study, nTBs can equal 1, 2, 4, or 8.

• nPRBs: The number of PRBs required to be allocated in order to have access to

TBs with a size equal to or greater than TBSdesired given a particular nTBs

value.

• nTBnPRBcombos: A list of all feasible [nTBs, nPRBs] combinations that yield

enough bandwidth to clear the agent’s data buffer.

• RIV : A “Resource Indication Value” parameter specified by the LTE standard for

D2D communications that specifies both the number of PRBs to be scheduled in

the next scheduling access period in addition to which set of contiguous PRBs to

use.

• ITRP : A Time Resource Pattern Index specified by the LTE standard for D2D

communications that specifies the number of subframes and their indices in the

next scheduling access period. This ultimately controls how many TBs can be sent

in a single scheduling access period by an agent and when.

4.4.2 Complexity Analysis

The complexity of the LTE random allocation was compared to the proposed Q-learning

algorithm, HRQ. As shown in Algorithm 2, random allocation performs a search in

TS 36.213 Release V12.5.0 Section 7.1.7.2 Table 7.1.7.2.1-1 [103] to find the required

number of resource blocks nPRBs to allocate per transport block that will be trans-

mitted in a single scheduling access period. Recall from Section 4.4 that nPRBs should

be large enough to fit all data desired to be transmitted over the upcoming scheduling

access period. Naturally, this number depends on the number of transport blocks that

will be sent; if fewer are sent, then each transport block must contain more PRBs than

when more are sent. Thus, nPRBs must be calculated up to max(nTBs) times, where

max(nTBs) is the number of transport blocks that can be placed in the data channel of

a single scheduling access period. max(nTBs) is a quarter of the number of subframes

present in the PSSCH, which in a 40 subframe scheduling access period with a 32 sub-

frame PSSCH, is equal to 8 transport blocks. One must divide the number of subframes

by 4 because of how the open loop HARQ process of TM-2 sidelink communications re-

quires transmitting 4 copies of every transport block sent. However, the LTE standards

generally do not allow any number from 1 to max(nTBs) to be set as the number of
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Algorithm 2 Implementation of 3GPP Release 12 D2D TM-2 Random Allocation
Scheduling

1: Initialization: nprbMax, ITBS .
2: for scheduling access period t = 1 to T do
3: k = 1
4: for nTBs = Each possible number of transport blocks to transmit next scheduling

access period do
5: Step 1: Compute TBSdesired.
6: Step 2: Iterate through TS 36.213 Release V12.5.0 Section 7.1.7.2 Table

7.1.7.2.1-1 [103] until it is discovered how many PRBs are required to generate
a transport block with a TBS equal to or greater than TBSdesired:

7: for i = 1 to nprbMax do
8: Read the TBS value corresponding to ITBS and i PRBs.
9: If TBSvalueread ≥ TBSdesired

10: nPRBs ← i.
11: success ← true
12: Break from innermost loop
13: end If
14: end for
15: If success
16: nTBnPRBcombos(k) ← [nTBs, nPRBs]
17: k ← k + 1
18: end If
19: end for
20: Step 3: For every set [nTBs, nPRBs] in nTBnPRBcombos(k), determine all

[RIV, ITRP ] pairs possible, and out of ALL pairs across ALL [nTBs, nPRBs]
sets, choose one at random as the final scheduling decision for the scheduling
access period.

21: end for

transport blocks allowed for a D2D node to be sent in a single scheduling access pe-

riod. Depending on the network configuration, a specific subset of possible quantities

of transport blocks are allowed to be sent per scheduling access period. In the network

configuration chosen in this study, a D2D node could only transmit either 1, 2, 4, or 8

transport blocks in a single scheduling access period. If the data payload is very large,

then the algorithm can iterate up to nprbMax times before realizing that for the number

of transport blocks to be sent, it cannot fit all data in the D2D node’s buffer. Thus, a

conservative estimate for the computational complexity of the LTE random allocation

algorithm would assume that any number of transport blocks up to max(nTBs) is al-

lowed, and the algorithm iterates nprbMax times for each number of transport blocks

considered. Assuming linear search, this worst case scenario requires nprbMax itera-

tions every max(nTBs) iterations, making the Big-O complexity of random allocation

O(NM), where N = nprbMax, and M = max(nTBs).

Concerning HRQ, for a specific bandwidth configuration the number of resource block

groups is defined as nRBGs = bnPRBssRBG c, where sRBG is the size of a resource block
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group in resource blocks. nRBGs represents the number of disjoint sets of PRBs that an

HRQ agent has to choose from in its resource allocation process. From the perspective

of the Q-learning algorithm, nRBGs is one dimension of the action space. Time is the

second dimension of the action space, where the HRQ agent must decide which among a

finite group of disjoint sets of subframes in the resource grid it should choose to transmit

transport blocks within. Let the number of different groups of subframes the HRQ agent

can choose be defined as nSFGs, i.e. the “number of subframe groups”. In this study,

we let nRBGs = 6, and nSFGs = 2.

As an aside, the configuration of nRBGs and nSFGs was chosen based on the number

of smart grid nodes that were desired to be simulated, their bandwidth requirements,

and the size of the PSSCH. The desire was to be able to test the performance of HRQ

for low, medium, and high levels of traffic congestion. Since 6 smart grid D2D nodes are

sending information in our study, we wanted to make the size of the PSSCH resource grid

partitions such that these 6 devices would occupy half the available bandwidth of a single

scheduling access period. As such, if we do not simulate any other communication nodes,

a “light” congestion scenario can be simulated. Then, by incrementally introducing

additional “auxiliary” devices to the network, we can evaluate the HRQ algorithm’s

performance for moderate to severe levels of network congestion. Since only 6 free grid

partitions remain after the smart grid nodes are introduced into the network, it does not

require many more nodes to simulate a stressed communication network, minimizing the

computational burden for our experiments.

Under the same assumption of linear search used while evaluating the LTE random

resource allocation algorithm, the complexity of HRQ relies mainly on the maximum

search performed in eq. (4.9) and (4.10). Therefore, complexity of HRQ can be identified

using number of actions at a desired state, i.e. a row in the Q-table. Number of actions is

determined by considering the possible allocation units in time and frequency direction

which are nSFGs and nRBGs respectively, hence the total number of actions becomes

the product of these two values. As such, the Big-O complexity of HRQ is also O(NM),

but in this case N = nSFGs, and M = nRBGs.

It should be noted that which algorithm is more computationally complex is decided by

the size of the action space of the HRQ algorithm. One can tune the granularity of the

state action space of the HRQ algorithm to either outperform, match, or be worse than

LTE Random allocation; the implementer of the HRQ algorithm must then consider the

computational resources they have at hand when specifying the state action space of the

HRQ algorithm, as there is a fundamental trade-off between computational speed and

the flexibility of the HRQ algorithm.
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Table 4.2: Network settings

Network Settings

Transmission bandwidth 5 MHz
Number of resource blocks 25 (12 subcarriers / resource block)
scheduling access period 40 msec
Time-to-transmit interval (TTI) 1 msec
D2D resource block pool 25
D2D subframe pool index range 8-39
Microgrid radius 50 m
Number of microgrid D2D pairs 6
Number of auxiliary D2D 0-11

Channel Settings

Transmit power 20 dBm
Tx/Rx antenna gain 10 dB
Pathloss 3GPP pathloss model [104]
Penetration loss 5 dB
Noise Figure 5 dB
Shadowing ∼ LOGN(0, 2(dB))

Q-Learning Settings

Learning rate (α) 0.5
Discount factor (γ) 0.9
Exploration probability (ε) 0.1

4.5 Results

This section is divided into three subsections. Subsection 4.5.1 presents results on the

latency and PDR performance of both scheduling algorithms, where 20-40% reductions

in PDR and >10 ms drops in latency were observed for all smart grid applications.

Subsection 4.5.2 shows the convergence of the HRQ algorithm; HRQ was able to converge

as long as the number of agents did not exceed the size of the action space. Subsection

4.5.3 presents the results collected on the observed changes in power system dynamics

of the simulated DR-enabled microgrid as a function of resource allocation mechanism

selection. The power fluctuations observed were reduced by two orders of magnitude

when HRQ was used in lieu of random self-allocation.

For the simulations, the D2D communication protocol stack was implemented on top

of MATLAB’s LTE Toolbox which was then combined with a microgrid simulator im-

plemented using Simscape Power Systems and SimEvents software packages available

in the Matlab/Simulink environment. The performance and convergence of the HRQ

algorithm was tested using the mobile communications portion of the developed simu-

lator, whereas all power and communication elements were leveraged in simulating the

DR-enabled microgrid. The simulation parameters are given in Table 4.2:
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4.5.1 Comparing the performance of HRQ and LTE TM-2 scheduling

strategies under varying traffic intensities

The HRQ and LTE schedulers were tested and compared under various levels of network

traffic. The network traffic was adjusted by how many “auxiliary” D2D devices were

injected into the communication network. At each level of network traffic tested (i.e.

for 0, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, and 11 auxiliary devices present in the network), the communication

network was simulated for 15 s, over which time 375 scheduling access periods (and thus

scheduling decisions) elapsed. Moreover, for every 15 s simulation at every level of net-

work traffic, the simulation was repeated 12 times, and the average message latency and

PDR values were plotted with 95% confidence intervals for both scheduling strategies.

Over these tests, the exploration time of the HRQ algorithm was set to 10 s, during

which time an epsilon greedy exploration strategy was implemented by the scheduler.

After 10 s, the HRQ algorithm switched to a purely greedy strategy, only executing its

policy without exploration. This test compared the performance of HRQ with respect

to LTE scheduling strategies after HRQ has completed its exploration phase. Thus, the

performance metrics obtained are calculated based only on the final 5 s of the network

simulation.

The results of latency and PDR performance for both schedulers have been presented in

fig.s 4.4 and 4.5 respectively. Fig. 4.4 demonstrates the potential for D2D communica-

tion to provide strong latency performance; both scheduling options succeed in meeting

the QoS requirements of the smart grid applications, which is due to the inherent nature

of D2D communication. However, HRQ provides additional improvements in latency,

as it proactively allocates communication resources every scheduling access period in-

stead of scheduling resources for what has been buffered since the last scheduling access

period.

One interesting observation in 4.4 is how the different smart grid applications have

very similar latency performance when the random self allocation mechanism is used,

while when HRQ is used, there is more variation in the message latencies among the

different applications. It is believed that the lack of proactive scheduling in the random

self allocation algorithm makes the latency performance across the different smart grid

applications similar to one another, as their messages must always wait until the next

SA period before they can be allocated resources. Conversely, when using HRQ, if

a new message can make use of proactively allocated resources, the message can be

transmitted in the same SA period that it was generated in. For the PMU application,

which has the lowest data payload (592 bits), the latency is lowest, since it can fit all

its data in the first SA period on a regular basis. Then, for the solar energy generation
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forecasting application, its data payload was moderately large (1120 bits), and has an

average communication latency that is between those of the PMU application and the

DR application. The variance of the solar application is also higher than the other

applications, which is believed to be caused by its particular payload size, where there is

significant probability that the messages created could either be transmitted in the SA

period they were created in, or in the following SA period. Finally, the DR application

has the largest latency among all smart grid applications, but is still smaller than the

latencies observed for the random self allocation scheduler. This application has the

largest data payload (2000 bits), so it consistently needs to finish transmitting in the

following SA period. However, due to the segmentation of application layer messages

done at the RLC layer, some of the message can still be transmitted in the first SA

period, meaning it has a lower payload to transmit in the second SA period, making it

still faster than the random self allocation scheduled messages.

Concerning PDR performance, it can be seen in fig. 4.5 that for varying traffic intensities,

the LTE scheduler fails to meet the QoS requirements for the smart grid applications.

However, the PDR can be kept down to essentially 0 for low to moderate levels of

network traffic when using the HRQ scheduler. The PDR starts to rise as the number

of scheduling agents in the network approaches the number of orthogonal scheduling

decisions available in the action space. The number of agents in the network reaches

the number of orthogonal scheduling decisions when 6 auxiliary devices are injected

in the network. This results from the inability of the HRQ algorithm to consistently

self-organize the agent’s scheduling decisions in the 10 s exploration time provided in

this experiment, which is further discussed in Section 4.5.2. Naturally, the average

PDR and uncertainty around the average PDR continues to increase as the number of

agents in the network begin to exceed the number of actions available for the agents to

take, as it becomes impossible to guarantee QoS with HRQ under such conditions. For

example, if there are 12 D2D pairs each taking a unique action among the 12 available,

if another D2D pair is introduced to the network, any action it chooses will be the same

as what is already being taken. In fig. 4.5, this point of network saturation begins

at 7 auxiliary devices. We further explored the effects of extreme network saturation

by simulating 11 auxiliary devices at the network, which resulted in PDR performance

falling below the QoS requirements of the archetypal smart grid applications under

consideration. It should also be noted that the HRQ and LTE reliability performance

begins to overlap, and as the level of traffic congestion becomes arbitrarily large, their

PDR values are expected to become the same, as it would become impossible for either

scheduling algorithm to avoid interference.
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Figure 4.4: Average message latency for smart grid applications under varying traffic
intensity.
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Figure 4.5: Average PDR for smart grid applications under varying traffic intensity.
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4.5.2 Convergence of HRQ Algorithm

To demonstrate the ability for HRQ to reach an optimal policy, which corresponds to

all agents making unique (and orthogonal) scheduling decisions, cumulative regret of all

smart grid agents were aggregated and plotted with respect to time in fig. 4.6. The

data points plotted in fig. 4.6 have a 1 ms time resolution, i.e. the cumulative regret

was recorded after every elapsed millisecond-long subframe in the simulation. Regret is

the difference between the reward of an action taken and the reward associated with the

action that an optimal policy would have taken. Cumulative regret is the time integral

of regret. Because the HRQ scheduler reward function has only two possible outputs,

namely 1 and -1, every time an agent takes an action that results in a -1 (which happens

when an agent makes the same scheduling decision as another agent), the regret is 2.

Otherwise, the regret is 0. Thus, the point in the simulation where the smart grid agents

are capable of self organizing their scheduling decisions so that they do not interfere with

one another corresponds to the point in time where the cumulative regret of all agents

stops increasing.

It can be observed that the HRQ algorithm is capable of converging to an optimal

policy when the number of agents does not exceed the number of available orthogonal

scheduling decisions in the algorithm’s action space.

When there are 0 auxiliary devices, there are fewer possible actions for each agent that

would result in interfering with another node. As such, the aggregate amount of negative

rewards is lowest for this case. Since the cumulative regret reaches 0 at essentially the end

of the exploration period, it is most likely the case that a 10 s exploration period is not

necessary in low traffic conditions, and the algorithm could converge faster. This shows

how the exploration period length is an important hyper parameter of our algorithm

that will have a significant impact on its short-term performance. To avoid needing

this hyper parameter, replacing epsilon greedy exploration with a more sophisticated

policy such as a softmax based policy could be tried. A softmax function converts a

set of numbers into a probability distribution whose density values are proportional to

the relative differences in size of the input numbers. In our case, the set of numbers

would be the action values in the Q-table that an agent can select at a given state. If no

particular action value is significantly larger than any other, as it would in the beginning

of the decision process, the softmax function would assign similar probabilities across

all actions, thus encouraging exploration of the action space. However, as the agent

learns which actions are best, the softmax naturally assigns higher probability that

the historically good actions are chosen. Eventually, the action value of the optimal

policy is so much larger than the alternatives, that the softmax distribution approaches

a deterministic policy, thus ending the exploration of the agent. The large benefit to
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this approach is that we do not have to arbitrarily decide when to stop exploring the

environment, as it is now done autonomously by the agent. Nonetheless, a drawback

to the softmax approach is that this policy only converges to a deterministic policy

in the limit as the greedy action approaches infinity, so there will always be a small

probability that the agent will continue to explore indefinitely, whereas in the approach

we used with an exploration and exploitation phase, we are guaranteed to follow a

truly deterministic greedy policy at a pre-specified point in time into the agent’s life.

It is expected that softmax would approach a near flat cumulative regret curve much

faster than our approach, but our approach would achieve a truly flat curve faster than

softmax. The difference between a “near flat” curve and a “truly flat” curve can be

significant if the agent is enabling communication for a mission critical system, which

can be the case in a smart grid context.

When 3 auxiliary devices are introduced to the network, the cumulative regret observed

is similar in shape to that of the 0 auxiliary device case. The main difference is that

the slope of its cumulative regret slope during the exploratory period is steeper for

longer in the early period, then becomes roughly the same as the 0 auxiliary device

case. In the first half second of the trials, fig. 4.6, all regret curves plotted appear

to have the same steepness except for the 0 auxiliary device case. It is believed that

this slope corresponds to the rate of regret experienced by an agent when it is still

following an epsilon greedy policy, and its greedy action is failing to succeed in avoiding

interfering with other agents. This is the point in time of the agent’s operation where it

is operating the poorest, because it is still taking random decisions, while also unable to

perform well when it takes the greedy action. After 10 seconds when the policy becomes

a deterministic “greedification” of the learned Q values, the slope still immediately

decreases even when the agent has not yet converged to the optimal policy, as in the 6

auxiliary device case. This is because the agents no longer have to take random actions,

and suffer their consequences. Returning to the comparison between the cumulative

regret slopes of the 0 auxiliary device case to that of the 3 auxiliary device case, the

point in time where they both have the same slope is believed to occur the moment that

the 3 auxiliary scenario has discovered an optimal policy. This is because the 0 auxiliary

device case is assumed to converge almost immediately, as it never had the initial very

steep regret curve of all other trials, meaning its slope during the exploration phase is

most likely induced solely by random actions taken by the agent. Under this assumption,

it makes sense that the 3 auxiliary device case would converge when its cumulative regret

slope is equal to that of the 0 auxiliary device case.

When 6 auxiliary devices are introduced to the network, the number of agents in the

network matches the number of actions defined in the HRQ action space. In this case,

the HRQ algorithm takes over 15 s to converge (recall that one subframe is 1 ms). This
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Figure 4.6: Total cumulative regret for HRQ scheduling algorithm for various numbers
of auxiliary devices. Every subframe lasts one millisecond.

is why the average PDR was larger than 0% in fig. 4.5 even in cases where there were

a sufficient number of actions for each agent to assign themselves a unique action.

When 9 auxilliary devices are introduced to the network, fig. 4.6 results suggest that a

plateau in cumulative regret is about to be formed at the very end of the time axis. This

is possible because the aggregate cumulative regret of the smart grid agents plotted does

not include the cumulative regrets of the auxiliary agents. To elaborate, there is the

possibility that the set of smart grid agents could all terminally select disjoint actions

while the auxiliary agent’s HRQ policies converge to taking actions (that are not all

disjoint) among the remainder of the action space. If this happens, the cumulative

aggregate regret of the smart grid nodes will stop increasing, but the auxiliary agents

that are interfering with one another will still experience negative rewards at least some

of the time. For example, say three auxiliary nodes have learned to share two disjoint

resource sets; they could each take turns having a resource set all to themselves, while

the other two share the other set, and experience interference.
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4.5.3 Impact of scheduling technique on the performance of microgrid

applications

Fig. 4.7 demonstrates the functionality of the application performing demand response

activity due to both price signals and transformer overloading scenarios as described in

Section 4.2.4. Fig. 4.7a plots the aggregate power curves of the households, and fig.

4.7b plots the transformer’s power curves for multiple cases. The first case is where the

demand response application is disabled (no DR), providing a baseline power curve that

can be altered by the application. The next three cases correspond to the dynamics of

the power system when demand response is active and facilitated by D2D LTE commu-

nications utilizing the LTE scheduling mechanism, HRQ, and an ideal scheduler (ideal

data transfer). The ideal scheduler allows the smart grid devices to communicate under

perfect channel conditions that ignore the effects of interference and noise. The power

curve for the photovoltaic (PV) module and the real time price of electricity are plotted

in fig. 4.7c and fig. 4.7d respectively. The transformer power flow curve is the difference

of household aggregate demand less PV power generation. In cases where transformer

power flow is positive, the distribution system is providing power to the microgrid; when

it is negative, the power generated by the PV exceeds the aggregate household demand,

and the surplus flows into the distribution system.

Concerning the price signaling dynamics of the three homes in the model (fig. 4.2),

one home is programmed to have a Cmax of 300 price units, whereas the other two

homes are given Cmax values of 400 price units. Based on this, one should expect power

consumption to drop when the price curve increases, and fall back down again when

the price decreases. Also, the transformer power flow exceeds Plimit = 5000W shortly

before the 6 s mark of the simulation, meaning the demand should decrease to keep

the power flow through the transformer at or below 5000W . As can be observed, the

ideal data transfer and HRQ power curves do manage to behave in this manner, and

are almost identical to one another. However, the power curve in the scenario where the

application is being implemented with the LTE resource scheduling algorithm proves to

deviate from the ideal case. For example, it can be seen at the 2 and 2.5 second marks,

there are delays in the responsiveness of the households on the order of 100 ms when

they are reacting to price changes. Such delays are not present in the other curves. This

can only be a consequence of the higher PDR present when utilizing the LTE scheduler.

These plots are intriguing in the sense that they display the ability of the integrated

simulation platform to investigate how the performance of the communication network

influences that of the power system.

In summary, this chapter introduced a multi-agent Q-Learning based resource allocation

strategy targeted at reducing packet drop rates in LTE TM-2 D2D communication to
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Figure 4.7: Demand response application performance for 3GPP, HRQ, and ideal
mobile communication models: plots of a) Aggregate household demand; b) transformer
power flow; c) microgrid PV generation; and d) price of electricity as a function of time.
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increase its usability for smart grid applications. The QoS requirements and data traffic

characteristics for various smart grid application archetypes were studied and modeled

in an integrated Matlab/Simulink simulation environment to both test the performance

of the scheduling mechanism and demonstrate the simulator’s ability to design smart

power systems and observe how the power and communications systems interact with

one another. The performance of the HRQ scheduling algorithm was compared to that of

the existing means of resource scheduling in TM-2 prescribed by the LTE standard. Our

results show that HRQ outperformed the benchmark algorithm in both latency and PDR

QoS metrics. Finally, a basic demand response application developed in the simulator

was presented to demonstrate the impact the two different scheduling strategies have on

its ability to properly manage transformer loading and price signaling activities. As a

future work, it would be interesting to enhance the performance of HRQ with advanced

exploration strategies and implement more sophisticated smart grid use cases.



Chapter 5

Conclusion

Smart grids use information and communication network technology to improve the

performance of many different aspects of electric power systems. Such aspects include

the economic efficiency of electricity markets; the dynamic stability of transmission and

distribution networks; and the power system’s capacity for the integration of renewable

generation sources. LTE D2D enabled communication networks offer a means to the

implementation of neighbourhood area network scale smart grid applications in remote

locations without cell towers that interface users to a wide area network. This is the

result of LTE D2D using licensed spectrum and having a globally standardized protocol

architecture that permits distributed cellular resource scheduling, which allows for the

QoS provisioning needed for mission critical smart grid applications.

Nonetheless, two barriers to the successful real-world use of LTE D2D technology for

mission critical, neighbourhood area network scale smart grid applications have been

identified at the research and development stage of the engineering process, and have

been addressed in this thesis.

The first barrier is the lack of accessible simulation software for engineers to develop and

test the feasibility of their D2D LTE enabled smart grid application designs. The ideal

simulator would be able to have high fidelity for both the communication and power

system networks, so the impact that the QoS of the communication network has on the

power system dynamics can be fully understood.

The second barrier is the lack of a distributed resource allocation algorithm for LTE

D2D communications that has been tailored to the needs of smart grid applications.

On one hand, LTE TM-2 specified in Release 12 of the LTE standard a random self

allocation strategy for transmitting devices, which results in high packet drop rates that

are unsuitable for mission critical applications. This transmission mode was intended
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for use in public safety applications, e.g. for communications among an emergency

response team after a natural disaster, and prioritized energy efficient communications

to conserve the battery life of devices. On the other hand, the LTE TM-4 specified

in Release 14 of the LTE standard introduced a high reliability, low latency option for

D2D communications tailored for vehicular communication. However, control messages

must be processed every subframe for the resource allocation decisions to be made, as

the resource allocation process of TM-4 requires historical channel use of nearby devices

in the network. As such, TM-4 would require the communications device to perform

more signal processing, etc., making it not ideal for use by IoT devices that may have

small battery capacities, the very same that could be expected to be used in smart grid

applications. Thus, a new transmission mode that can balance QoS performance with

energy efficiency would be desirable for the needs of smart grid applications.

In this thesis, I addressed the first barrier by developing a co-simulation tool in Mat-

lab/Simulink that combined the powerful LTE System Toolbox physical layer simulation

software with Simscape Power Systems, a high fidelity power systems simulation pack-

age. To merge these two simulation tools, SimEvents was used to evoke event-triggered

Matlab function calls from the Simulink environment in which the power system de-

sign is simulated. SimEvents thus acted as the primary orchestration mechanism of

the co-simulator, allowing millisecond time advances in the Simulink solver to produce

event triggers that evolve the discrete event based dynamics of the simulated communi-

cations network subframe by subframe, reproducing the desired co-simulation interface

dynamics mathematically characterized by DEVS atomic models.

Also, the upper layers of the data plane protocol stack of the LTE standard had to be

modeled in order to process application layer smart grid messages into transport blocks

that can be input into LTE System Toolbox functions for modulation and encoding into

electromagnetic waveforms. Upon studying the protocol stack of the LTE standard, it

was observed that the PDCP layer was not required to be modeled in the co-simulation

tool, as it deals with practical encryption and data header compression issues, which do

not have a large impact on the flow of data through a network. However, the RLC layer,

which handles data segmentation and concatenation of upper layer SDUs, effectively

maps how many application layer messages can be fit into a single transport block of

data sent in one subframe of time. As such, for a realistic simulation of the data flow

from one device to another, the RLC layer was programmed, following LTE standards

for implementing Unacknowledged Mode RLC reception and transmission entities. Also,

the architecture of D2D MAC headers was taken into account, appending such control

information fields prior to sending the packets to the physical layer processing functions

of LTE System Toolbox.
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The upper layer LTE network functionality and Simulink-Matlab interface was inte-

grated with the physical layer LTE network simulation code previously developed by the

NETCORE laboratory and tested with a simple Fault Location, Isolation, and Restora-

tion application. It was observed that the power system dynamics were successfully

triggering smart grid applications to send communications messages into the LTE net-

work, while received messages resulted in the appropriate shifts in control signaling in

the power system as expected.

I addressed the second barrier identified in this thesis by developing a multi agent re-

inforcement learning resource allocation algorithm that maximizes the reliability of the

data transmissions through the D2D network. The design of the Q-learning tuple that

characterizes this algorithm (HRQ) is compatible with the LTE Release 12 physical layer

control and shared channel architectures. Thus, the inherent energy efficiency of the Re-

lease 12 D2D standard was kept, but the resource allocation algorithm was improved to

boost its QoS performance to a more acceptable level. The algorithm ended up being

considerably simple, where the action space of the Q-learning tuple divided the LTE

resource grid into disjoint sets within which the transmitting node would allow itself

to encode information. Should the observed CQI determined by the receiving node be

below an acceptable threshold, the transmitting node would not be rewarded, but would

otherwise be granted an optimal reward. Thus, by trial and error, the algorithm could

determine which cellular resources should be used by a node without explicit knowledge

of the scheduling decisions of the other users in the network.

HRQ resulted in significant improvements in the packet drop rates observed in the

simulated network scenarios for low to moderate levels of traffic congestion, virtually

eliminating packet losses while 20-40% of the data got corrupted when using the existing

means for resource allocation prescribed by the LTE standard. A comparison of the

performance of a real time demand response application while the nodes in the network

were scheduling cellular resources using HRQ vs. random allocation was presented. The

power curves of the microgrid for the random allocation case showed orders of magnitude

higher deviations from the power curves realizable with an idealized communications

network than what was observed for those while using HRQ.

The work presented in this thesis could be extended in many ways. Despite simply

accepting that LTE Release 12 D2D communication consumes less power than Release

14, it would be an interesting study to compare the QoS-energy efficiency trade-off

between the two versions before and after the upgrade of Release 12 to include HRQ. It

would also be useful to know how successful the option of improving the energy efficiency

of Release 14 architecture to be more suitable for IoT devices would be. Moreover, it

would be interesting to adapt HRQ to V2X standards issued in Release 16 to see if it
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can add value to the exciting field of vehicular communications in the next generation

of mobile communication standards.

Another area of extended research could be exploring more advance methods for explo-

ration vs. exploitation strategies in reinforcement learning for this particular algorithm.

In this thesis, a slightly modified epsilon greedy approach was used, but this a rather

naive approach to the exploration vs. exploitation dilemma. During the work conducted

for this thesis, an original alternative to epsilon greedy was briefly tested, and it resulted

in much faster convergence than epsilon greedy, but more work would need to be done

to fully test and document this alternative.

Concerning the design of the Q-learning algorithm itself, future work could also be done

to implement different reward functions and observe their performance. For example, the

reward function and action space could be extended to introduce a “schedule nothing”

action, and provide a reward of 0 should an agent take it. Perhaps this would improve

the network capacity of the system.

Finally, scaling up the capabilities of the co-simulation tool developed to be able to

simulate wide area communication networks would be useful. This would involve sim-

ulating the core network in addition to the communication interfaces between different

eNBs. As of now, the co-simulator can only simulate neighbourhood area network scale

smart grid applications, thus limiting the set of potential smart grid applications that it

can test dramatically. Most of the smart grid applications that are concerned with the

performance of the communication network are in the realm of wide area monitoring,

protection, and control of a distribution network, which means the simulation tool de-

veloped would have to be scaled up to reach its full potential in academic and industrial

communities alike. Moreover, further research on the scalability in terms of the number

of agents operating within a D2D neighbourhood area network can also be performed,

i.e. increasing the number of traffic flows that must select disjoint resources to avoid

interference. This would require the dimensionality of the action space to increase (i.e.

a finer resolution of resource sets to choose from), making it harder for HRQ to stabilize.

Investigating how large the action space can get before tabular Q learning becomes an

infeasible method, and then proposing ways to handle the increased number of agents

would be desirable. For example, having agents shift to random self allocation schemes

if their HRQ algorithm begins to operate poorly, or using action value function approxi-

mation methods to handle large action spaces could be tested to see if they can overcome

scalability issues.
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